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Abstract
In our companion papers, we managed to derive a connection formulation of Lorentzian Gen-
eral Relativity inD+1 dimensions with compact gauge group SO(D+1) such that the connection
is Poisson commuting, which implies that Loop Quantum Gravity quantisation methods apply.
We also provided the coupling to standard matter.
In this paper, we extend our methods to derive a connection formulation of a large class of
Lorentzian signature Supergravity theories, in particular 11d SUGRA and 4d, N = 8 SUGRA,
which was in fact the motivation to consider higher dimensions. Starting from a Hamiltonian
formulation in the time gauge which yields a Spin(D) theory, a major challenge is to extend the
internal gauge group to Spin(D+1) in presence of the Rarita-Schwinger field. This is non trivial
because SUSY typically requires the Rarita-Schwinger field to be a Majorana fermion for the
Lorentzian Clifford algebra and Majorana representations of the Clifford algebra are not available
in the same spacetime dimension for both Lorentzian and Euclidean signature.
We resolve the arising tension and provide a background independent representation of the
non trivial Dirac antibracket ∗-algebra for the Majorana field which significantly differs from the
analogous construction for Dirac fields already available in the literature.
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Notation
D spatial dimension (0.1)
d = D + 1 spacetime dimension (0.2)
s, ζ spacetime, internal signature (0.3)
ηIJ = diag(ζ, 1, 1, ...) (0.4)
I, J, ... SO(D, 1) or SO(D + 1) indices (short: SO(η)) (0.5)
i, j, ... SO(D) indices (0.6)
α, β, ... spinor indices (0.7)
µ, ν, ... spacetime indices (0.8)
a, b, ... spatial indices (0.9){
γI , γJ
}
= 2ηIJ (0.10)
(γI)† = ηIIγI (no summation here) (0.11)
γIJ...K := γ[IγJ ...γK] (with total weight one) (0.12)
γ⊥ := nµγµ (0.13)
ΣIJ := − i
2
γIJ (0.14)
∇a(A) χ := ∂aχ+ i
2
AaIJΣ
IJχ (0.15)
i
[
ΣIJ ,ΣKL
]
= ηLJΣKI − ηLIΣKJ − ηKJΣLI + ηKIΣLJ (0.16)
χ¯ := χ†γ0 (0.17)
χ¯ = χTC Majorana Condition (0.18)
Note that the choice (0.11) is always possible [1]. Furthermore, note that in a Majorana repre-
sentation the spinors will be real and then, from the Majorana condition (0.18) follows γ0 = C.
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1 Introduction
During the years after the discovery of D + 1 = 3 + 1 Supergravity by Freedman, Ferrara,
and van Nieuwenhuizen in 1976 [2], there has been a lot of activity in the newly formed field
of Supergravity, driven by the hope to construct a theory of quantum gravity without the
shortcoming of perturbative non-renormalisability. Werner Nahm classified in 1977 all possible
Supergravities, arriving at the result that, under certain assumptions, d = 11 was the maximal
number of Minkowski signature spacetime dimensions in which Supergravities could exist [3].
In the following year, d = 11 Supergravity was constructed by Cremmer, Julia and Scherk [4] in
order to obtain d = 4, N = 8 maximal Supergravity by dimensional reduction. Various forms of
Supergravity were derived in dimensions d ≤ 11 and relations among them were discovered in
the subsequent years [5].
While the initial hope linked with perturbative Supergravity was vanishing due to results
suggesting its non-renormalisability [6] and the community turned to Superstring theory, a new
candidate theory for quantum gravity, Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG), started to emerge after
Ashtekar discovered his new variables in 1986 [7]. During the next 10 years, the initially complex
variables were cast into a real form by Barbero [8], rigorous techniques for the construction of
a Hilbert space were developed [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and a representation of the constraint
operators on the Hilbert space was defined [15]. The strengths of the theory are, among others,
its entirely non-perturbative and background-independent formulation as well as the suggested
appearance of a quantum geometry at the Planck scale. It is therefore in a sense dual to the
perturbative descriptions coming from conventional quantum (Super)gravities and Superstring-
/ M-theory and it would be very interesting to compare and merge the results coming from these
two different approaches to quantum gravity. The main conceptual obstacle in comparing these
two methods of quantisation has been the spacetime they are formulated in. While the Ashtekar-
Barbero variables are only defined in 3+1 dimensions, where also an extension to supersymmetry
exists, Superstring- / M-theory favours 9+1 / 10+1 dimensions and is regarded as a quantisation
of the respective Supergravities. It is therefore interesting to study quantum Supergravity as
a means of probing the low-energy limit of Superstring- / M-theory with different quantisation
techniques, both perturbative and non-perturbative. A somewhat different approach has been
taken in [16], where the closed bosonic string has been quantised using rigorous background-
independent techniques, resulting in a new solution of the representation problem which differs
from standard String theory. Also, the Hamiltonian formulation of the algebraic first order
bosonic string and its relation to self-dual gravity have been recently investigated in [17, 18].
Apart from contact with Superstring- / M-theory, new results from perturbative d = 4,
N = 8 Supergravity [19, 20, 21] suggest that the theory might be renormalisable, contrary to
prior believes. It is therefore interesting in its own right to study the loop quantised d = 4,
N = 8 theory and compare the results with the perturbative expansion.
The main obstacle in the connection formulation of General Relativity with or without SUSY
is represented by the gravitational variables. Starting from the plain Einstein-Hilbert-term in a
(Super)gravity action, one obtains the ADM variables qab and P
ab [22]. In order to incorporate
fermions, it is mandatory to use tetrads and their higher dimensional analogues (vielbeins) to
construct a representation of the curved spacetime Dirac (Clifford) algebra. At this point, it
is convenient to use the time gauge [23] to obtain a densitised D-bein Eai and its canonically
conjugate momentum Kia as canonical variables. Since the time gauge fixes the boost part of the
internal gauge group SO(1,D), we are left with a SO(D) gauge theory. The problem however
is that the Gauß constraint generating the internal rotations transforms Eai and K
i
a as internal
vectors, and thus not as a connection and a vector. It was shown in [24, 25] that starting from
this formulation, one can construct a canonical transformation which leads to a formulation in
4
terms of a SO(D+ 1) connection AaIJ and its canonically conjugate momentum π
aIJ , where it
was necessary to enlarge the dimension of the internal space by one space-like dimension.
The purpose of this paper is to generalise this transformation to Supergravity theories. The
problem arising in these generalisations are not so much linked to the appearance of additional
tensor fields and spin 1/2 fermions, but to the Rarita-Schwinger field which obeys a Majorana
condition. It is well known [26] that in order to have simple and metric independent Poisson
brackets for the Rarita-Schwinger field ψαa , one should use half-densitised internally projected
fields φαi := 4
√
qeai ψ
α
a . This field redefinition has to be changed in order to work in the new
internal space, more specifically we have to ensure that the number of degrees of freedom still
matches by imposing suitable constraints. Also, the Majorana conditions are sensitive to the
dimensionality and signature of spacetime. We thus have to ensure that no inconsistencies arise
when using SO(D+1) instead of SO(1,D) as the internal gauge group. Concretely, this will be
achieved in dimensions where Majorana representation for the γ-matrices exists, which covers
many interesting Supergravity theories (d = 4, 8, 9, 10, 11).
The presence of additional tensors, vectors, scalars and spin 1/2 fermions in various SUGRA
theories does not pose any problems for this classical canonical transformation. However, we
must provide background independent representations for these fields in the quantum theory
which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been done yet for all of them. As an example,
in our companion paper [27] we consider the quantisation of Abelian p-form fields such as the
3-index photon present in 11d SUGRA with Chern-Simons term. Scalars, fermions and connec-
tions of compact, possibly non-Abelian, gauge groups have already been treated in [28].
The article is organised as follows:
Section 2 is subdivided into two parts. In the first we review prior work on canonical Su-
pergravity theories in various dimensions and identify their common structural elements. We
also mention the basic difficulties in our goal to match these canonical formulations to the re-
formulations [24, 29] of the graviton sector. In the second we display canonical Supergravity
explicitly in the time gauge paying special attention to the Rarita-Schwinger sector.
Section 3 is also subdivided into two parts. In the first we display the symplectic structure
of the Rarita-Schwinger field in the time gauge in convenient variables which will be crucial for a
later quantisation of the theory. In the second, following the strategy in [24, 25] we will perform
an extension of the phase space subject to additional second class constraints ensuring that we
are dealing with the same theory while the internal gauge group can be extended from SO(D)
to SO(D + 1).
In section 4 we construct a representation of the Dirac anti bracket geared to Majorana
spinor fields rather than Dirac spinor fields.
In section 5 we show that our formalism easily extends without additional complications to
chiral Supergravities (Majorana-Weyl spinors) and to spin 1/2 Majorana fields which are present
in some Supergravity theories.
In section 6 we summarise and conclude.
Finally, in the appendix, we supply the details of the formulation of higher dimensional con-
nection General Relativity with linear simplicity constraints in terms of a normal field N I which
is convenient in order to resolve the afore mentioned tension between SO(1,D) and SO(D + 1)
Majorana spinors and we provide a Hilbert space representation of the normal field sector.
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2 Review of Canonical Supergravity
In the first part of this section we summarise the status of canonical Supergravity and its
quantisation. In the second we display the details of the theory to the extent we need it which
will settle the notation.
2.1 Status of Canonical Supergravity
Hamiltonian formulations of Supergravity are a tedious business due to the complexity of the
Lagrangians and the appearance of constraints. Nevertheless, the canonical structure emerging
is very similar for the explicitly known Hamiltonian formulations. To the best of our knowledge,
the D+1 split for D ≥ 3 has been explicitly performed for D+1 = 3+1, N = 1 [26, 30, 31, 32],
D + 1 = 9 + 1, N = 1 [33], and D + 1 = 10 + 1, N = 1 [34]. The algebra of constraints of
D + 1 = 3 + 1 Supergravity was first computed by Henneaux [35] up to terms quadratic in the
constraints [36]. The same method was applied by Diaz [37] to D+1 = 10+1 Supergravity, also
neglecting terms quadratic in the constraints. Sawaguchi performed an explicit calculation of
the constraint algebra of D+1 = 3+1 Supergravity in [38] where a term quadratic in the Gauß
constraint appears in the Poisson bracket of two supersymmetry constraints. The constraint
algebra for D + 1 = 9 + 1, N = 1 Supergravity coupled to supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory
was calculated by de Azeredo Campos and Fisch in [39].
Shortly after the introduction of the complex Ashtekar variables, Jacobson generalised the
construction to d = 4, N = 1 Supergravity [40]. In the following, different authors including
Fu¨lo¨p [41], Gorobey and Lukyanenko [42], as well as Matschull [43], explored the subject further.
Armand-Ugon, Gambini, Obre´gon and Pullin [44] formulated the theory in terms of a GSU(2)
connection and thus unified bosonic and fermionic variables in a single connection. Building on
these works, Ling and Smolin published a series of papers on the subject [45, 46, 47], where,
among other topics, supersymmetric spin networks coming from the GSU(2) connection were
studied in detail. In the above works, complex Ashtekar variables are employed for which the
methods developed in [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] are not available. Also, the Ashtekar variables are
restricted to four spacetime dimensions and thus not applicable to higher dimensional Super-
gravities. Aiming at a unification of String theory and LQG, Smolin explored non-perturbative
formulations of certain parts of eleven dimensional Supergravity [48, 49]. The generalisation
of the Loop Quantum Gravity methods to antisymmetric tensors was considered by Arias, di
Bartolo, Fustero, Gambini, and Trias [50]. The full canonical analysis of d = 4, N = 1 Su-
pergravity using real Ashtekar-Barbero variables was first performed by Sawaguchi [38]. Kaul
and Sengupta [51] considered a Lagrangian derivation of this formulation using the Nieh-Yan
topological density.
An attempt to construct Ashtekar-type variables for d = 11 Supergravity has already been
made by Melosch and Nicolai using an SO(1, 2)× SO(16) invariant reformulation of the original
CJS theory [52]. In this formulation the connection is not Poisson commuting thus forbidding
LQG techniques. In a paper on canonical Supergravity in 2 + 1 dimensions [53], Matschull and
Nicolai discovered a similar noncommutativity property which they avoided by adding a purely
imaginary fermionic bilinear to the connection, leading to a complexified gauge group. As was
observed in [28], this problem can be avoided by using half-densitised fermions as canonical
variables.
The general picture emerging is that the canonical decomposition S =
∫
dt (pq˙ −H) in the
6
time gauge leads to
S =
∫
σ
dDx
∫
dt
(
E˙ai K
i
a + i
√
qψ¯aγ
a⊥bψ˙b + tensors + vectors + spin 1/2 + scalars
−NH−NaHa − λijGij − ψ¯tS − tensor constraints
)
, (2.1)
where the Hamiltonian constraint H, the spatial diffeomorphism constraint Ha, the Spin(D)
Gauß constraint Gij , the supersymmetry constraint S and the tensor constraints form a first class
algebra. Eai is the densitised vielbein and K
i
a its canonical momentum. ψa denotes the Rarita-
Schwinger field with suppressed spinor indices. N , Na, λij and ψ¯t are Lagrange multipliers
for the respective constraints. With tensor constraints we mean constraints acting only on
additional tensor fields such as the three-index photon of D + 1 = 10 + 1 Supergravity. The
remaining terms in the first line are kinetic terms appearing in the decomposition of the action.
Since we will not deal with them in this paper, we refer to [33, 34] for details.
In order to apply the techniques developed for Loop Quantum Gravity to this system, we
have to turn it into a connection formulation in the spirit of the Ashtekar variables. Concerning
the purely gravitational part, this has been achieved in [24, 29] and extended to the case of spin
1/2 fermions in [25]. The Rarita-Schwinger field turns out to be more difficult to deal with than
the spin 1/2 fermions. On the one hand, it leads to second class constraints [31], which encode
the reality conditions, with a structure which is different from the case of Dirac spinors1. On
the other hand, as the other fermions, it has to be treated as a half-density in order to commute
with Kia[26].
Apart from the conventional canonical analysis, where time and space are treated differently,
there exists a covariant canonical formalism treating space and time on an equal footing [54].
It has been applied to vielbein gravity [55], d = 4, N = 1 Supergravity [56], d = 5 Supergravity
and higher dimensional pure gravity [57, 58] and d = 10, N = 1 Supergravity coupled to
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory [59, 60]. The relation of the covariant canonical formalism
and the conventional canonical analysis is discussed in [61] using the example of four dimensional
Supergravity coupled to supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory.
2.2 Canonical Supergravity in the Time Gauge
We will illustrate the 3+1 split of N = 1 Supergravity in first order formulation as performed by
Sawaguchi [38] in order to give the reader a feeling for what is happening during the canonical
decomposition. The resulting picture generalises to all dimensions. The symplectic potential
derived in this context is exemplary for the Supergravity theories of our interest and we will
continue with the general treatment in the next section. We remark that in 3 + 1 spacetime
dimensions, the relations CT = −C and CγIC−1 = −(γI)T hold, where C denotes the charge
conjugation matrix.
The action for 3 + 1, N = 1 first order Supergravity is given by
S =
∫
M
d4X
(s
2
eeµIeνJFµνIJ (A) + is eψ¯µγ
µρσ∇ρ(A)ψσ
)
. (2.2)
Using the conventions introduced above and γµρσ = γIJKeµI e
ρ
Je
σ
K , one can explicitly check that
the action is real. The 3+1 decomposition is done like in the previous papers, and the notation
1While for Dirac spinors, the second class constraints are of the form piψ¯ ∝ ψ, piψ ∝ ψ¯, in the Majorana case
we obtain an equation of the form piψ ∝ ψ, where pix denotes the momenta conjugate to x.
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used can be found there (if not above). We obtain
S =
∫
M
d4X
(s
2
eeµIeνJFµνIJ (A) + s i eψ¯µγ
µρσ∇ρ(A)ψσ
)
=
∫
R
dt
∫
σ
d3x
[
1
2
πaIJLTAaIJ − i√q ψ¯aγ⊥abLTψb −N˜
(
Hgrav − i√q ψ¯aγabc∇b(A)ψc
)
−Na
(
Hgrava + 3i
√
qψ¯[aγ
⊥bc∇b(A)ψc]
)
+
1
2
AtIJ
(
GIJgrav − i
√
qψ¯aγ
⊥ab[iΣIJ ]ψb
)
−iψ¯t
(√
qγ⊥ab∇b(A)ψa +√q∇b(A)(γ⊥abψa)
)]
. (2.3)
From there, one can read off the constraints H, Ha, GIJ and S. We will choose time gauge
nI = δI0 at this point to simplify the further discussion. For the symplectic potential, we find∫
R
dt
∫
σ
d3x
(
1
2
πaIJLTAaIJ − i√qψ¯aγ⊥abLTψb
)
→
∫
R
dt
∫
σ
d3x
(
E˙aiKai − iφ†aγabφ˙b
)
=
∫
R
dt
∫
σ
d3x
(
E˙aiKai − iφ†iγij
[
φ˙j − ˙(Ebj )Ekb φk
])
=
∫
R
dt
∫
σ
d3x
(
E˙aiKai − πj
[
φ˙j − ˙(Ebj )Ekb φk
])
=
∫
R
dt
∫
σ
d3x
(
E˙ai(Kai + πiE
j
aφj)− πjφ˙j
)
=
∫
R
dt
∫
σ
d3x
(
E˙aiK ′ai − πj φ˙j
)
, (2.4)
where we successively defined
φa := 4
√
qψa , φi :=
1√
q
Eai φa , π
i := iφ†jγ
ji and K ′ai := Kai + πiE
j
aφj . (2.5)
In the second line, we chose time gauge and half-densities as fermionic variables [28]. Then,
we transformed the spatial index of the fermions into an internal one using the vielbein, but
preserving the fermionic density weight [26]. This second transformation also affects the extrinsic
curvature and we have to define a new variable K ′ai. The Gauß constraint becomes under these
changes of variables
Gij = 2K [iaE
a|j] − πk [iΣij]φk
= 2
(
K ′a
[i − π[iEkaφk
)
Ea|j] − πk [iΣij]φk
= 2K ′a
[iEa|j] − 2π[iφj] − πk [iΣij]φk. (2.6)
The generator of spatial diffeomorphisms H˜a is given by the following linear combination of
constraints
H˜a := Ha + 1
2
AaijG
ij + i ψ¯aS. (2.7)
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It becomes
H˜a = Ebj∂aKbj − ∂b
(
EbjKaj
)
− πb∂aφb + ∂b
(
πbφa
)
= Ebj∂a
(
K ′bj + πjE
k
b φk
)
− ∂b
(
Ebj
(
K ′aj + πjE
k
aφk
))
− 1
4
√
q
πiE
bi∂a
(
4
√
qφjEbj
)
+ ∂b
(
πiE
biφjEaj
)
= Ebj∂aK
′
bj − ∂b
(
EbjK ′aj
)
+ 4
√
q∂a
(
1
4
√
q
πi
)
φi
= Ebj∂aK
′
bj − ∂b
(
EbjK ′aj
)
+
1
2
∂a (πi)φ
i − 1
2
πi∂aφ
i. (2.8)
For the last step, note that πiφi = 0. Thus, these constraints exactly change as one would
expect under the performed change of variables. The other constraints also can be rewritten in
terms of the new variables, but this is less instructive and their explicit form is not important
for what follows. We only want to remark that they depend on the contorsion Kaij , which is
not dynamical and has to be solved for in terms of φi. This can be done explicitly.
3 Phase Space Extension
In this section we focus on the symplectic structure of the Rarita-Schwinger sector. In the time
gauge this is a SO(D) theory which is the subject of the first part. In the second part we will
perform a phase space extension to a SO(D+1) theory where special attention must be paid to
the reality conditions.
3.1 Symplectic Structure in the SO(D) Theory
The 3+1 split described above generalises directly to higher dimensions. We will always impose
the time gauge nI = δI0 prior to the D + 1 split and restrict to dimensions where a Majo-
rana representation of the γ-matrices exists, which we will use. This allows us to set C = γ0
which simplifies the following analysis. The generic terms important for this paper appearing in
Supergravity theories are
Sgrav.+RS =
∫
M
dD+1X
(s
2
eeµIeνJFµνIJ(A) + is eψ¯µγ
µρσ∇ρ(A)ψσ
)
(3.1)
in case of a first order formulation and analogous terms for a second order formulation. This
difference in defining the theory will not be important in what follows, since as demonstrated
above for the 3+1 dimensional case, the symplectic potential of these actions in the time gauge
turns out to be ∫
R
dt
∫
σ
dDx
(
−EaiLTKai − i√qψ¯aγ⊥abLTψb
)
=
∫
R
dt
∫
σ
dDx
(
E˙aiK ′ai − πj φ˙j
)
, (3.2)
where we used the same definitions as in (2.5). From (3.2) we can read off the non-vanishing
Poisson brackets2 {
Eai,K ′bj
}
= δab δ
i
j and
{
φαi , π
j
β
}
= −δαβ δji . (3.3)
2More precisely we should call them Poisson anti-brackets which are symmetric under exchange of the ar-
guments and which are to be quantised by anti commutators. We will call them Poisson brackets anyway for
notational simplicity in what follows with the usual rules for the interplay between the Poisson brackets for integral
and half-integral spin respectively. See e.g. [62, 63] for an account.
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Additionally, we have the following second class constraints and reality conditions
Ωi := πi + iφTj Cγ
0γji = 0 and φ†i = −φTi Cγ0. (3.4)
In order to be able to introduce a connection variable along the lines of [24], we need to enlarge
the internal space, i.e. replacing the gauge group SO(D) by either SO(1,D) or SO(D + 1). In
view of subsequent quantisation, SO(D + 1) is favoured because of its compactness and will
be our choice in the following. This enlargement can be done consistently if also additional
spinorial degrees of freedom are added as well as additional constraints which remove the newly
introduced fermions. Finally, the extension has to be consistent with the reality conditions. All
this turns out to be rather hard to achieve, and the final version of the theory looks rather
different from what a “first guess” might have been. To motivate it, we will review the whole
process of finding the theory, showing where the straight-forward ideas lead to dead ends, and
how they can be modified to arrive at a consistent theory. We will only discuss the fermionic
variables, the gravitational part is treated in the appendix.
Before we enlarge the internal space, we will get rid of the second class constraints. To this
end, we calculate the Dirac matrix
Cij =
{
Ωi,Ωj
}
= −2iCγ0γij , (C−1)ij = −γ0 i
2(D − 1) ((2−D) ηij + γij)C
−1, (3.5)
and thus find for the Dirac bracket
{φi, φj}DB = −
{
φi,Ω
k
}
(C−1)kl
{
Ωl, φj
}
= −(C−1)ij . (3.6)
To simplify the subsequent discussion, in the following we will consider real representations of
the Dirac matrices only, which implies C = γ0. Then the above equations read
Cij = 2iγij , (C−1)ij = − i
2(D − 1) ((2−D) ηij + γij) , {φi, φj}DB = −(C
−1)ij . (3.7)
Now we can either (a) try to enlarge the internal space and afterwards choose new vari-
ables which have simpler brackets, or (b) we simplify the Dirac bracket before enlarging the
internal space. (a) immediately leads to problems. The symmetry of the Poisson brackets{
φαI , φ
β
J
}
∝ (C˜−1)αβIJ implies that matrix C˜−1 is symmetric under the exchange of (I, α)↔ (J, β).
The naive extension (C−1)IJ = − i2(D−1) ((2−D) ηIJ + γIJ) however does not have this sym-
metry. Its symmetric part C˜−1 + (C˜−1)T is not invertible. Of course, one can extend C−1 in
different, more “unnatural” ways, e.g. containing terms like γTJ γI etc. and “cure” this problem
for a moment, but also the Gauß constraint will be problematic. The SO(D) constraint contains
Cij (since we used πi = −12φTj Cji) and this matrix should also be replaced by some CˆIJ , such
that φI transforms covariantly and G
IJ reduces correctly to Gij if we choose time gauge and
solve its boost part. This implies restrictions on Cˆ and further restrictions on C˜−1. We did not
succeed in finding matrices which fulfil all these requirements. In the following, we therefore
will follow the second route (b) and simplify the Dirac brackets before doing the enlargement of
the internal space.
There are several possible ways how to simplify the Dirac brackets:
1. Note that the matrix C−1 on the right hand side of the Dirac brackets is imaginary and
symmetric, hence there always exists a real, orthogonal matrix Oij such that under the
change of variables φi → φ′i := Oijφj the brackets becomes i times a real diagonal matrix.
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However, now the new fundamental degrees of freedom φ′i in general do not transform
nicely under SO(D) gauge transformations, only (O−1)ijφ′j do. More severely, it is unclear
how the extension Oij → OIJ should be done.
2. To assure that the fundamental degrees of freedom still transform nicely under SO(D)
transformations, we can use the Ansatz φ′i :=M ijφj withM ij := (αδij1+βΣij). Matrices
of this form are in general invertible (cf. point 3. below for two exceptions) and, since
they are constructed from intertwining matrices, φ′i will transform nicely under gauge
transformations. Moreover, now there is a chance to generalise the matrix to one dimension
higher. For the Dirac brackets to become diagonal, α and β have to be determined by
solvingMC−1MT = i1. The problem is that there is no solution for both parameters being
real, at least one is necessarily complex. More general Ansa¨tze for M ij (e.g. involving
γfive in even dimensions) share the same problem. Thus we exchanged the problem of
complicated brackets with complicated reality conditions, which again are hard to quantise.
3. The third route, which will lead to the consistent theory, in the end implies the introduc-
tion of additional fermionic degrees of freedom already before enlargement of the internal
space. Given the difficulties just mentioned, the optimal approach in the desire to simplify
the Poisson brackets is to find orthogonal projections onto subspaces of the real Graßmann
vector space which are built from δij1 and Σij such that the symplectic structure becomes
block diagonal on those subspaces. One can then define simple Poisson brackets and add
the projection constraints as secondary constraints which leads to corresponding Dirac
brackets which will be proportional to those projectors. As we will see, the fact that these
are projectors makes it possible to find a Hilbert space representation of the corresponding
Dirac bracket.
We define in any dimension D
P
ij
αβ := η
ijδαβ − 1
D
(γiγj)αβ =
D − 1
D
ηijδαβ − 2i
D
Σijαβ, (3.8)
Q
ij
αβ :=
1
D
(γiγj)αβ =
1
D
ηijδαβ +
2i
D
Σijαβ. (3.9)
Those matrices are both real (we are using Majorana representations) and built from
intertwiners, but they are not invertible. It is easy to check that
P
ij
αβQ
βγ
jk = 0, P
ij
αβP
βγ
jk = P
iγ
αk, Q
ij
αβQ
βγ
jk = Q
iγ
αk, and P+ Q = 1η, (3.10)
i.e. the above equations define projectors. By construction, P projects on “trace-free”
components w.r.t. γi, i.e. P
ij
αβγ
β
j = 0 = γ
α
i P
ij
αβ . Using these projectors, we can decompose
the Rarita-Schwinger field as follows
φi = Pijφ
j + Qijφ
j =: ρi +
1
D
γiσ, (3.11)
with ρi := Pijφ
j and σ := γiφi
3. Using the reality conditions (3.4) for φi, we find
ρ¯i = ρ
T
i C and σ¯ = σ
TC. (3.12)
Moreover, using
γij = −Pij + (D − 1)Qij , (3.13)
3When considering the free Rarita-Schwinger action, this decomposition also appears to isolate the physical
degrees of freedom, cf. e.g. [26]. The “trace part” σ is unphysical for the free field.
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the symplectic potential becomes
− πiφ˙i = −iφ†jγjiφ˙i
= −iφ†j
(−Pji + (D − 1)Qji) φ˙i
= −iφ†j
(
−PjkPki + (D − 1)QjkQki
)
φ˙i
= i
(
Pk
jφj
)† ˙(Pkiφi)− i(D − 1) (Qkjφj)† ˙(Qkiφi)
= iρ†i ρ˙
i − iD − 1
D
σ†σ˙
= −iρTi Cγ0ρ˙i + i
D − 1
D
σTCγ0σ˙
= iρTi ρ˙
i − iD − 1
D
σT σ˙, (3.14)
where in the second to last line we used the reality conditions (3.12) and in the last line
we restricted to a real representation, C = γ0.
This motivates the definition of the brackets{
ρj , ρ
i
}
= − i
2
1δij and {σ, σ} = i
D
2(D − 1)1, (3.15)
together with the reality conditions ρ∗i = ρi, σ
∗ = σ (cf. (3.12)) and additionally introduced
constraints to account for the superfluous fermionic degrees of freedom,
Λα := γ
i
αβρ
β
i ≈ 0. (3.16)
We need to check that the extension is valid, i.e. that the Poisson brackets of the φi, considered
as functions on the extended phase space, are equal to the Dirac brackets (3.6) of the system
before we did the extension. Using φi = Pijρ
j+ 1Dγiσ (cf. 3.11) and the Poisson brackets (3.15),
this can be checked explicitly (this calculation shows why the factors of 12 in (3.15) are needed).
Using this, we can express the constraints H and S in terms of the new variables in the obvious
way and know that their algebra is unchanged. In particular, since the projectors are built from
intertwiners, we find for the fermionic part of the Gauß constraint
Gij = ...+
(
iρkT
) [
2η
[i
k η
j]
l + iΣ
ijηkl
]
ρl +
(
−iD − 1
D
σT
)[
iΣij
]
σ, (3.17)
which allows for an easy generalisation to SO(D+1) or SO(1,D) as a gauge group. Furthermore,
since ρi in the other constraints only appears in the combination Pijρ
j, they automatically
Poisson commute with Λα.
Note that if we now would calculate the Dirac bracket, we would get {ρi, ρj}DB = − i2Pij,
which again is non-trivial. Instead, we directly enlarge the phase space from {ρi, σ} to {ρI , σ},
with, as a first guess, the brackets {ρI , ρJ} = − i2ηIJ1, {σ, σ} = i D2(D−1)1, the reality conditions
ρ∗I = ρI , σ
∗ = σ and the constraints
N IρI ≈ 0 and γIρI ≈ 0. (3.18)
Unfortunately, this immediately leads to an inconsistency in the case of the compact gauge group
SO(D + 1), since for our choice of Dirac matrices, γ0 necessarily is complex in the Euclidean
case. Therefore, the reality conditions again are not SO(D + 1) covariant and the constraints
(3.18) only are consistent in the time gauge N I = δI0
4. With a more elaborate choice of reality
condition it is possible to define a consistent theory, which will be the subject of the next section.
4γIρI ≈ 0 is a complex constraint and thus equal to two real constraints. Only in time gauge, its imaginary
part is already solved by demanding NIρI ≈ 0.
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3.2 SO(D + 1) Gauge Supergravity Theory
As we just have seen, the remaining obstacle on our road of extending the internal gauge group
from SO(D) to SO(D + 1) is that the real vector space V of real SO(1,D) Majorana spinors is
not preserved under SO(D + 1) whose spinor representations are necessarily on complex vector
spaces. Let VC be the complexification of V . Now SO(D + 1) acts on VC but the theory we
started from is not VC but rather the SO(D + 1) orbit of V . This is the real vector subspace
VR = {θ ∈ VC ; ∃ ρ ∈ V, g ∈ SO(D + 1) ∋ θ = g · ρ}, (3.19)
where g· denotes the respective representation of SO(D + 1). This defines a reality structure
on VC that is VC = VR ⊕ iVR . The mathematical problem left is therefore to add the reality
condition that we are dealing with VR rather than VC .
In order to implement this, recall that any g ∈ SO(D + 1) can be written as g = BR where
B is a “Euclidean boost” in the 0j planes and R a rotation that preserves the internal vector
nI0 := δ
I
0 . The spinor representation of R just needs γj which is real valued. It follows that
(3.19) can be replaced by
VR = {θ ∈ VC ; ∃ ρ ∈ V, B ∈ SO(D + 1) ∋ θ = B · ρ}. (3.20)
The problem boils down to extracting from a given θ ∈ VR the boost B and the element ρ ∈ V ,
that is, we need a kind of polar decomposition. If VC would be just a vector subspace of some C
n
we could do this by standard methods. But this involves squaring of and dividing by complex
numbers and these operations are ill defined for our VC since Graßmann numbers are nilpotent.
Thus, we need to achieve this by different methods.
The natural solution lies in the observation that if we use the linear simplicity constraint then
the D boost parameters can be extracted from the D rotation angles in the normal N I = BIJn
J
0
to which we have access because N is part of the extended phase space. To be explicit, let e(A)
be the standard base of RD+1, that is, e
(A)
I = δ
A
I . We construct another orthonormal basis b
(A)
of RD+1 as follows:
Let b(0) := N and
b
(0)
0 = sin(φ1).. sin(φD), b
(0)
j = sin(φ1).. sin(φD−j) cos(φD+1−j); j = 1..D, (3.21)
with φ1, ..φD−1 ∈ [0, π] and φD ∈ [0, 2π] modulo usual identifications and singularities of polar
coordinates. Define
b
(j)
I =
∂b
(0)
I /∂φj
||∂b(0)/∂φj ||
, (3.22)
where the denominator denotes the Euclidean norm of the numerator. Then it maybe checked
by straightforward computation that
δIJ b
(A)
I b
(B)
J = δ
AB . (3.23)
We consider now the SO(D + 1) matrix
(A(N)−1)IJ :=
D∑
A=0
b
(A)
I e
(A)
J , (3.24)
which has the property that A(N)−1 · e(0) = N .
Now starting from the time gauge, g ∈ SO(D + 1) acts on V and produces N = g · e(0)
and θ = g · ρ. We decompose g = A(N)−1R(N) where A(N)−1 is the boost defined above and
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R · e(0) = e(0) is a rotation preserving e(0). It follows that we may parametrise any pair (N, θ)
with ||N || = 1 and θ ∈ VR as A(N)−1 · (e(0), ρ) where ρ ∈ V . We need to investigate how
SO(D + 1) acts on this parametrisation. On the one hand we have
[g A(N)−1]IJ =
∑
A
(gb(A))I e
(A)
J . (3.25)
On the other hand we can construct A(g · N)−1 by following the above procedure, that is,
computing the polar coordinates θgj of g ·N and defining the b(A)j (g ·N) via the derivatives with
respect to the θgj. The common element of both bases is g ·N = g · b(0). Therefore, there exists
an element R(g,N) ∈ SO(D) such that
g · bj(N) = Rkj(g,N)b(k)(g ·N), (3.26)
or with R00 = 1, R0i = Ri0 = 0
g · bA(N) = RBA(g,N)b(B)(g ·N) (3.27)
defines a rotation in SO(D + 1) preserving e(0). Putting these findings together we obtain
[g · A(N)−1]IJ =
∑
A,B
RBA(g,N) b
(B)
I (g ·N) e(A)J =
∑
A
RAJ(g,N) b
(A)
I (g ·N)
=
∑
A
RKJ(g,N) b
(A)
I (g ·N) δ(A)K = [A(g ·N)−1R(g,N)]IJ . (3.28)
Hence the matrix A(N)−1 plays the role of a filter in the sense that the action of SO(D + 1)
on A(N)−1 · ρ can be absorbed into the matrix A−1 parametrised by g · N modulo a rotation
that preserves V and thus altogether the decomposition of VR = {A(N)−1 · V ; ||N || = 1} is
preserved with the expected covariant action of SO(D + 1) on N . It therefore makes sense to
impose the reality condition that A(N) θ is a real spinor. In the subsequent construction, this
idea will be implemented together with an extension of the phase space ρj → ρI subject to the
constraint N IρI = 0. All these constraints and the reality conditions are second class and we
will show explicitly that the symplectic structure reduces to the time gauge theory. Despite the
fact that we end up with a non trivial Dirac (anti-) bracket, it can nevertheless be quantised and
non trivial Hilbert space representations can be found as we will demonstrate in the next section.
We define A(N) ∈ SO(D + 1) quite generally5 in the spin 1 representation by the equation
AIJN
J = δI0 . (3.29)
It is determined up to SO(D) rotations. From the above equation, it follows that
A0I = NI and AIJX¯
J = δIiAIJX¯
J (3.30)
for XJ arbitrary. The corresponding rotation on spinors will be denoted by A. This matrix ro-
tates the normalN I into its time gauge value δI0 without imposing time gauge explicitly, which we
will use to circumvent the reality problems of the SO(D+1) theory mentioned above appearing if
5There exist other possible choices apart from the construction using polar coordinates which might be better
suited for certain problems. In D = 3, we can, e.g., construct A(N) as a linear function of the components of
NI by using A0I = NI and subsequently interchanging the components of N
I with appropriate signs for the
remaining columns of A(N).
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we do not choose time gauge. We introduce the set of variables (AaIJ , π
bKL, N I , PJ , ρI , ρ
∗
J , σ, σ
∗)
together with the following non-vanishing Poisson brackets{
AaIJ (x), π
bKL(y)
}
= 2δbaδ
[K
I δ
L]
J δ
D(x− y), {N I(x), PJ (y)} = δIJδD(x− y),
{ρI(x), ρ∗J (y)} = −iηIJ1δD(x− y), {σ(x), σ∗(y)} = i
D
D − 11δ
D(x− y), (3.31)
and the reality conditions
χI := AρI − (AρI)∗ = 0, χ := Aσ − (Aσ)∗ = 0 , (3.32)
which just say that the fermionic variables are real as soon as the normal N I gets rotated into
time gauge. Notice that before imposing the constraints, ρ, θ are complex Graßmann variables
and only the Poisson brackets between these and their complex conjugates are non vanishing.
The non vanishing brackets between themselves of the previous section will be recovered when
replacing the above Poisson bracket by the corresponding Dirac bracket.
Additionally, we want that the variables transform nicely under spatial diffeomorphisms and
gauge transformations, thus we add
GIJ := Daπ
aIJ + 2P [INJ ] + 2iρ†[IρJ ] + iρ†K [iΣ
IJ ]ρK − i
(
D − 1
D
σ†
)
[iΣIJ ]σ + . . .(3.33)
H˜a := 1
2
πbIJ∂aAbIJ − 1
2
∂b
(
πbIJAaIJ
)
+ P I∂aNI
− i
2
∂a(ρ
†I)ρI +
i
2
ρ†I∂aρI + i
D − 1
2D
∂a(σ
†)σ − iD − 1
2D
σ†∂aσ + . . . . (3.34)
The old variables are expressed in terms of the new ones by
Eai := ζAiJ η¯JKπ
aIKNI , Kai = ζAi
I η¯IK(AaKJ − ΓaKJ(π))NJ ,
ρi =
1
2
AiJ η¯
JK (AρK +A
∗ρ∗K) , σ =
1
2
(Aσ +A∗σ∗) , (3.35)
where the bar here means rotational components w.r.t N I , η¯IJ := ηIJ − ζNINJ . To remove
unnecessary degrees of freedom, we need the constraints
Sa
IM
:= ǫIJKLMN
JπaKL,
N := N INI − ζ,
Λ := γIAIJ η¯
JK(AρK +A
∗ρ∗K) = AγJ η¯
JK(ρK +A
−1A∗ρ∗K),
Θ := N I(AρI +A
∗ρ∗I), (3.36)
together with the Hamilton and supersymmetry constraints, where we replace the old by the
new variables as shown above. To prove that this theory is equivalent to Supergravity and can
possibly be quantised, we have to answer the following questions:
• Are the reality conditions (3.32) consistent? I. e., do they transform under gauge trans-
formations in a sensible way and do they (weakly) Poisson commute with the other con-
straints?
• Are the Poisson brackets of the old variables when expressed in terms of the new ones
(3.35) equal to those on the old phase space? Does the constraint algebra close, i.e. do
the newly introduced constraints (3.36) fit “nicely” in the set of the old constraints? If
not, do at least the constraints which were of the first class before the enlargement of the
gauge group retain this property?
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• Do the constraints, especially the Gauß and spatial diffeomorphism constraint, reduce
correctly?
• Which Dirac brackets arise from the reality conditions? In view of a later quantisation,
can we find variables such that the Dirac brackets become simple?
We will answer these questions in the order they were posed above.
• The orthogonal matrix AIJ is a function of N I only as we have seen above. We have
A0K = NK , but the remaining components of the matrix are complicated functions of the
components of the vector N I . Thus, the whole matrix AIJ will have a rather awkward
transformation behaviour under the action of GIJ . The reality conditions (3.32) as a
whole, however, transform in a “nice” way under SO(D + 1) gauge transformations (we
will discuss ρI in the following, σ can be treated analogously). For g ∈ SO(D + 1), the
reality condition transforms as follows:
A(N)ρJ = A(N)∗ρJ∗ −→ gJKA(g ·N)gρK = g∗JKA(g ·N)∗g∗ρ∗K . (3.37)
Since gIJ is real, it is sufficient to consider the transformation behaviour of the spinor AρI ,
so we will skip the action on internal indices in the following. Note that every rotation can
be split up in a part which leaves N I invariant and a “Euclidean boost” changing N I . For
the rotations, A is invariant and we find using Aγ¯IA−1 = η¯I JA−1JKγ
K and Σij∗ = −Σij
δΛ¯AρI = iΛ¯JKAΣ¯
JKρI = iΛ¯JKAΣ¯
JKA−1AρI = iΛ¯JKA−1[J |LA
−1
K]MΣ
LMAρI =
= iAL[JAM |K]Λ¯JKΣLMAρI = iAl[JAm|K]Λ¯JKΣlmAρI , (3.38)
δΛ¯(AρI)
∗ = (iΛ¯JKAΣ¯JKρI)∗ = (iAl[JAm|K]Λ¯JKΣlmAρI)∗ =
= −iAl[JAm|K]Λ¯JKΣlm∗A∗ρ∗I = iAl[JAm|K]Λ¯JKΣlmA∗ρ∗I . (3.39)
For finite transformations g¯ ∈ SO(D)N stabilising N I , we thus have AρI → Ag¯ρI =
g0AρI , where g0 ∈ SO(D)0 stabilises the zeroth component and thus is, with our choice
of representation, a real matrix. Hence, reality conditions transform again into reality
conditions under rotations. For a boost b the situation is a bit more complicated. Under a
boost AIJ will transform intricately, but we know that a) the matrix remains orthogonal
by construction, and b) that A0K = NK → ΛKLNL = −A0LΛLK . The most general
transformation compatible with the above is AIJ → (g0)IKAKL(g¯−1)LN (b−1)NM (bg¯−1)MJ
where g0 ∈ SO(D)0 is some group element which does not change the zeroth component,
g¯ ∈ SO(D)N is in the stabiliser of N I and bg¯ ∈ SO(D)b·N . Since we have SO(D)N =
b−1SO(D)b·Nb, we can eliminate bg¯ by a redefinition of g¯. By definition of a representation,
we then also have A→ g0Ag¯−1b−1 and thus
AρI → g0Ag¯−1b−1bρI = g0Ag¯−1ρI = g˜0AρI , (3.40)
where in the last step we used the result we obtained for rotations above. Since g˜0 ∈
SO(D)0 is real, we see that under a “Euclidean boost” the reality condition can only
get rotated. What remains to be checked is that the reality condition Poisson commutes
with all other constraints. It transforms covariantly under spatial diffeomorphisms by
inspection and, as we have just proven, it forms a closed algebra with SO(D + 1) gauge
transformations. Concerning all other constraints, note that they, by construction, depend
only on ℜ(AρJ) (cf. the replacement (3.35) and the new constraints (3.36)), while the
reality condition demands that ℑ(AρJ) vanishes. But real and imaginary parts Poisson
commute, which can be checked explicitly,{
(AρI −A∗ρ∗I) , (AρJ +A∗ρ∗J)
}
= −iηIJ
[
+AA† −A∗AT
]
= 0. (3.41)
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• The brackets between Eai and Kbj have already been shown to yield the right results in
[25]. The only modifications in the case at hand are a) the replacement of nI(π) by N I and
the corresponding replacement of the quadratic by the linear simplicity constraint, which,
in fact, simplifies the calculations, and b) the matrix AIJ , which does not lead to problems
because of its orthogonality. For the fermionic variables, we find using6 Ai
IAj
J η¯IJ = ηij
and A†A = 1
{ρi(x), ρj(y)} = − i
4
Ai
IAj
J η¯KI η¯
L
J [{AρK(x), A∗ρ∗L(y)}+ {A∗ρ∗K(x), AρL(y)}]
= − i
4
Ai
IAj
J η¯IJ
[
AA† +A∗AT
]
δD(x− y)
= − i
4
δij
[
1+ 1T
]
δD(x− y)
= − i
2
δij1δ
D(x− y), (3.42)
{σ(x), σ(y)} = i D
2(D − 1)1δ
D(x− y). (3.43)
This automatically implies that the algebra of H and S remains unchanged if we replace
the old variables by (3.35). From (3.35), it is also clear that H and S Poisson commute
with Sa
IM
and N . By inspection, all constraints transform covariant under spatial diffeo-
morphisms. More surprisingly, all constraints Poisson commute with GIJ . This can be
seen quite easily for GIJ , H˜a, SaIM , N and also for Λ and Θ (note that A, AIJ are invertible
and that
(
ρI +A
−1A∗ρ∗I
)
transforms like ρI which can be shown using the methods above).
But for H and S this is, at first sight, a small miracle, since the replacement rules (3.35) of
all old variables depend on A(N), which is known to transform oddly. But the matrices A
are placed such that they, in fact, either a) appear in the combinations (ρI +A
−1A∗ρ∗I) or
(ρ†I +ρ
T
I A
TA), which can easily be shown to transform like ρI and ρ†I respectively with the
methods above, or b) all cancel out! The general situation is the following: ρi is replaced by
ρi = Ai
J η¯J
IA(ρI +A
−1A∗ρ∗I), ρ
T
i by ρ
T
i = Ai
J η¯J
I(ρ†I + ρ
TATA)A−1, where the expression
in brackets transform sensible (cf. above). The free internal indices of Eai, Kbj and ρ
k are
either contracted with each other, then in the replacement the AiJs will cancel because of
orthogonality, or with γi, which will be contracted from both sides7 with A(N) and all As
cancel due to (A−1)IJA−1γJA = γI . Cancelling the As makes H gauge invariant and S
gauge covariant by inspection, if we replace all γ0 by i /N . Thus we are left with Θ and Λ,
which are their own second class partners but Poisson commute with everything else, which
can be seen as follows. For Θ, note that H, S and Λ only depend on η¯JK(AρK + A∗ρ∗K),
which Poisson commutes with Θ due to the projector η¯. For Λ, the situation again is more
complicated. Remember that H and S in the time gauge only depended on XiPijρj for
some Xi. Whatever Xi may be, under (3.35) it will be replaced by something of the form
AIJX¯J and the whole expression will become X¯IA
JIPJKA
KLη¯L
M (AρM +A
∗ρ∗M ) with
PIJ = ηIJ − 1DγIγJ . Crucial for the following calculation is the property (3.30), which will
6Because of orthogonality, we trivially have AIJAK
J = ηIK . Additionally, AiJ η¯
J
K = AiK , which can be seen
from AiKN
K = 0. Therefore, Ai
IAj
J η¯IJ = Ai
IAjI = ηij .
7Strictly speaking, this is true only for H, since it has no free indices. For S we may change the definition of
the Lagrange multiplier ψ¯t → ψ¯tA to make it hold.
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be used several times. Then we find that the generic term is Poisson commuting with Λ,{
X¯IA
JIPJKA
KLη¯L
M (AρM +A
∗ρ∗M ) , γ
NANOη¯
OP (AρP +A
∗ρ∗P )
}
= −iX¯IAJIPJKAKLη¯LM
(
γN
)T
ANM
= −iX¯IAjIPjkAkLη¯LM (γn)T AnM
= −iX¯IAjIPjkAkLγnAnL = −iX¯IAjIPjkγk = 0. (3.44)
The constraint algebra is summarised in table 1.
First class constraints Second class constraints
GIJ , H˜a, H, S, SaIM and N Λ, Θ, χI and χ
Table 1: List of first and second class constraints.
• By construction, H and S reduce correctly if we choose time gauge N I = δI0 , which
automatically implies AIJ → (g0)IJ ∈ SO(D)0. Since the theory is SO(D)0 invariant, a
gauge transformation g0 → 1 can be performed, which implies ρI = ρIr . From this one
easily deduces that GIJ and H˜a also reduce correctly. Since the theory was SO(D + 1)
invariant in the beginning, these results do not depend on the gauge choice.
• For the Dirac matrix, we find8
CIJ = {AρI − (AρI)∗, AρJ − (AρJ)∗}
= −iηIJ
[
−AA† −A∗AT
]
= 2i1ηIJ (3.45)
(C−1)IJ = −1
i
1ηIJ (3.46)
{ρI , ρJ}DB = −{ρI , AρK − (AρK)∗} (C−1)KL {AρL − (AρL)∗, ρJ} =
= − i
2
ηIJA
†A∗, (3.47)
and for σ analogously. We now can choose new variables which have simpler brackets.
Motivated from the original replacement (3.35), we define
ρIr := A
IJAρJ , σr := Aσ, (3.48)(
ρIr
)∗
= AIJA∗ρ∗J = A
IJA∗((A∗)−1AρJ) = ρIr , σ
∗
r = σr, (3.49)
with the Dirac brackets{
ρIr , ρ
J
r
}
DB
=
{
AIKAρK , A
JLAρL
}
DB
= − i
2
ηIJAA†A∗AT = − i
2
ηIJ1, (3.50)
{σr, σr} = i D
2(D − 1)1. (3.51)
Thus, the Dirac brackets of the ρIr , σr are simple as are the reality conditions. Only the
transformation behaviour of the new variables under SO(D + 1) rotations is complicated
8Note that the Dirac matrix is block diagonal. Therefore, we do not need to consider the full Dirac matrix at
once.
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because of the appearance of the rotation A in their definition. Note that also
{
P I , P J
}
DB
,{
P I , ρJr
}
DB
and
{
P I , σr
}
DB
will be non-zero. Therefore, we also choose a new variable P˜ I
with simple Dirac brackets, which can most easily be found by performing the symplectic
reduction. After that, we can simply read it off the symplectic potential. We find using
ρI = AJIA
−1ρJr and ρ
†
I = AJI(ρ
J
r )
TA
+iρ†I ρ˙
I − iD − 1
D
σ†σ˙ + P IN˙I
= iAJ
I(ρJr )
TA ˙(AKIA−1ρKr )− i
D − 1
D
σTr A
˙(A−1σr) + P IN˙I
= i(ρJr )
T ρ˙Jr − iD − 1
D
σTr σ˙r + P
IN˙I +
+i
(
AJ
L(ρJr )
T ∂AKL
∂NI
ρKr + (ρ
J
r )
TA
∂A−1
∂NI
ρJr − D − 1
D
σTr A
∂A−1
∂NI
σr
)
N˙I
= i(ρJr )
T ρ˙Jr − iD − 1
D
σTr σ˙r + P˜
IN˙I , (3.52)
with P˜ I := P I + iAJ
L(ρJr )
T ∂AKL
∂NI
ρKr + i(ρ
J
r )
TA∂A
−1
∂NI
ρJr − iD−1D σTr A∂A
−1
∂NI
σr. It can be
checked explicitly that P˜ I , expressed in the old variables (P I , NJ , ρ
†
I , ρ
J , σ†, σ), Poisson
commutes with the reality conditions and with itself, and therefore has nice Dirac brackets.
For the spatial diffeomorphism constraint, a short calculation yields
H˜a = P I∂aNI − i
2
∂a(ρ
†I)ρI +
i
2
ρ†I∂aρI + i
D − 1
2D
∂a(σ
†)σ − iD − 1
2D
σ†∂aσ + . . . =
= P˜ I∂aNI + i(ρ
I
r)
T∂aρIr − iD − 1
D
σTr ∂aσr + . . . , (3.53)
which by inspection generates spatial diffeomorphisms on the new variables. The con-
straints Λ and Θ become
Λ = γiρ
i
r ≈ 0 and Θ = ρ0r ≈ 0, (3.54)
which look utterly non-covariant, but which by construction still Poisson commute with
the SO(D + 1) Gauß constraint. It therefore has to have a complicated form. We find
GIJ = 2P [INJ ] + 2iρ†[IρJ ] + iρ†K [iΣ
IJ ]ρK − i
(
D − 1
D
σ†
)
[iΣIJ ]σ + . . .
= 2P˜ [INJ ] + 2iρTKr AK
[IAL
|J ]ρLr + iρ
T
KrA[iΣ
IJ ]A−1ρKr
−iD − 1
D
σTr A[iΣ
IJ ]A−1σr + 2i
(
AM
L(ρMr )
T ∂AKL
∂N[I
ρKr +
+ (ρNr )
TA
∂A−1
∂N[I
ρNr − D − 1
D
σTr A
∂A−1
∂N[I
σr
)
NJ ] + . . . (3.55)
Finally, we solve the remaining second class constraints Λ and Θ which after a short calcu-
lations results in the final Dirac brackets{
ρir, ρ
j
r
}
DB
= − i
2
Pij ,
{
ρ0r , ρ
j
r
}
DB
= 0,
{
ρ0r, ρ
0
r
}
DB
= 0.
As a consistency check, we can consider
{
φi, φj
}
DB
=
{
ρir +
1
D
γiσr, ρ
j
r +
1
D
γjσr
}
DB
= −(C−1)ij , (3.56)
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which coincides with the Dirac brackets obtained in (3.6).
The form of the Hamiltonian and supersymmetry constraints H, S strongly depends on the
Supergravity theory under consideration. Exemplarily, we cite the supersymmetry constraint in
D = 3, N = 1 Supergravity from [38] adapted to our notation,
S = − i
2
ǫabcγ5
[
γke
k
aDˆb
(
1
4
√
q
elcφl
)
+ Dˆb
(
1
4
√
q
γke
k
ae
l
cφl
)]
+
1
2 4
√
q
ǫabcǫijke
i
a
(
K ′b
j + iφ¯lγ
0γljEmb φm
)
γkenc φn, (3.57)
where Dˆaφi = ∂aφi + ωˆaijφ
j + i2 ωˆaklΣ
klφi, ωˆaij = Γaij +
i
4
√
qe
k
a
(
φ¯iγkφj + 2φ¯[iγj]φk
)
, and Γaij is
the spin-connection annihilating the triad. An explicit expression for S in terms of the extended
variables (A, π,N, P, ρ, ρ∗, σ, σ∗) can be found using (3.11), (3.35). The corresponding constraint
operator is obtained using the methods in section 4, A.6 and [64, 65].
4 Background Independent Hilbert Space Representations for
Majorana Fermions
Background independent Hilbert space representations for Dirac spinor fields were constructed
in [28]. One may think that for the Rarita-Schwinger field or more generally for Majorana
fermion fields one can reduce to this construction as follows: Consider the following variables
ξIα =
1√
2
(
ρ2α+1r + iρ
2α+2
r
)
, πIα =
−i√
2
(
ρ2α+1r − iρ2α+2r
)
, α = 1, . . . , 2⌊(D+1)/2⌋ , (4.1)
which have the non-vanishing Dirac brackets{
ξIα(x), πJβ(y)
}
= −iηIJδαβδ(D)(x− y) (4.2)
and the simple reality condition
π¯ = −iξ. (4.3)
The elements of the Hilbert space are field theoretic extensions of holomorphic (i.e. they only
depend on θα) functions on the Graßmann space spanned by the Graßmann numbers θα and
their adjoints θ¯α, the operators corresponding to the phase space variables act as
ξˆf := θf, πˆf := i
d
dθ
f, (4.4)
and the scalar product
< f, g >:=
∫
eθ¯θf¯g dθ¯ dθ (4.5)
faithfully implements the reality conditions. There are, however, two drawbacks to this:
1. Due to the arbitrary split of the variables into two halves, the scalar product is not SO(D)
invariant which makes it difficult to solve the Gauß constraint.
2. The scalar product given above fails to implement the Dirac bracket resulting from the sec-
ond class constraints, that is, {ρrαi , ρrβj }DB = −i/2 Pαβij . Recall that one must solve the second
class constraints before quantisation, hence it is not sufficient to consider the quantisation of
the Poisson bracket as was done above.
In what follows we develop a background independent Hilbert space representation that is SO(D)
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invariant, implements the Dirac bracket and is geared to real valued (Majorana) spinor fields.
We begin quite generally with N real valued Graßmann variables θA, A = 1, .., N ; θ(AθB) =
0; θ∗A = θA. We consider the finite dimensional, complex vector space V of polynomials in the θA
with complex valued coefficients. Notice that f ∈ V depends on all real Graßmann coordinates,
it is not holomorphic as in the case of the Dirac spinor field [28]. Thus dim(V ) = 2N is the
complex dimension of V . We may write a polynomial f ∈ V in several equivalent ways which
are useful in different contexts. Let f
(n)
A1..An
, 0 ≤ n ≤ N be a completely skew complex valued
tensor (n-form) then f can be written as
f =
N∑
n=0
1
n!
f
(n)
A1..An
θA1..θAn =
N∑
n=0
∑
1≤A1<..<An≤N
f
(n)
A1..An
θA1 ..θAn . (4.6)
An equivalent way of writing f is by considering for σk ∈ {0, 1} and A1 < .. < An the relabelled
coefficients
fσ1..σN := f
(n)
A1..An
, σk :=
{
1 k ∈ {A1, .., An}
0 else.
(4.7)
It follows
f =
∑
σ1,..,σN∈{0,1}
fσ1..σN θ
σ1
1 ..θ
σN
N (4.8)
with the convention θ0A := 1.
On V we define the obvious positive definite sesqui-linear form
< f, f ′ >:=
N∑
n=0
∑
A1<..<An
f
(n)
A1..AN
f
(n)′
A1..AN
=
∑
σ1..σN
fσ1..σn f
′
σ1..σN
(4.9)
as well as the operators
[θA · f ](θ) := θA f(θ), [∂A · f ](θ) := ∂lf(θ)/∂A, (4.10)
where the latter denotes the left derivative on Graßmann space (see, e.g., [62] for precise defini-
tions). Notice the relations ∂(A∂B) = 0, 2∂(AθB) = δAB which can be verified by applying them
to arbitrary polynomials f . We claim that the operators (4.10) satisfy the adjointness relation
θ†A = ∂A. (4.11)
The easiest way to verify this is to use the presentation (4.8). We find explicitly
θA · f =
∑
σ1,..,σN
fσ1..σN (−1)σ1+..+σA−1 δσA,0 θσ11 ..θA..θσNN
=
∑
σ1,..,σN
[fσ1..σA−1..σN (−1)σ1+..+σA−1 δσA,1] θσ11 ..θσNN
=:
∑
σ1,..,σN
f˜Aσ1..σN θ
σ1
1 ..θ
σN
N ,
∂A · f =
∑
σ1,..,σN
fσ1..σN (−1)σ1+..+σA−1 δσA,1 θσ11 ..θ̂A..θσNN
=
∑
σ1,..,σN
[fσ1..σA+1..σN (−1)σ1+..+σA−1 δσA,0] θσ11 ..θσNN
=:
∑
σ1,..,σN
fˆAσ1..σN θ
σ1
1 ..θ
σN
N , (4.12)
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where the wide hat in the fourth line denotes omission of the variable. We conclude
< f, θAf
′ > =
∑
σ1,..,σN
fσ1..σN f˜
A′
σ1..σN
=
∑
σ1,..,σN
fσ1..σN (−1)σ1+..+σA−1 f˜ ′σ1..σA−1..σN δσA,1
=
∑
σ1,..,σN
fσ1..σA+1..σN (−1)σ1+..+σA−1δσA,0 f˜ ′σ1..σN
=
∑
σ1,..,σN
fˆAσ1..σN f˜
′
σ1..σN =< ∂Af, f
′ > . (4.13)
Although not strictly necessary, it is interesting to see whether the scalar product (4.9) can
be expressed in terms of a Berezin integral, perhaps with a non trivial measure as in [28]
for complex Graßmann variables. The answer turns out to be negative: The most general
Ansatz for a “measure” is dµ = dθ1..dθN , µ(θ) with µ ∈ V fails to reproduce (4.9) if we
apply the usual rule for the Berezin integral9
∫
dθ θσ = δσ,1. Notice that from this we induce∫
dθA dθB = −
∫
dθB dθA as one quickly verifies when applying to V . However, there exists a
non-trivial differential kernel
K := (θ1 + (−1)N−1∂1)..(θN + (−1)N−1∂N ) (4.14)
such that
< f, f ′ >=
∫
dθN ..dθ1 f
∗ K f ′, (4.15)
where we emphasise that f∗ is the Graßmann involution
f∗ =
∑
σ1..σN
fσ1..σN θ
σN
N ..θ
σ1
1 =
∑
σ1..σN
fσ1..σN (−1)
∑N−1
k=1 σk
∑N
l=k+1 σl θσ11 ..θ
σN
N (4.16)
and not just complex conjugation of the coefficients of f . Notice also that due to total antisym-
metry we may rewrite (4.15) in the form
< f, f ′ >=
(−1)N(N−1)/2
N !
∫
dθA1 ..dθAN f
∗DA1 ..DAN f
′ (4.17)
where
DA = θA + (−1)N−1∂A. (4.18)
The presentation (4.19) establishes that the linear functional is invariant under U(N) acting on
V by
f 7→ U · f ; [U · f ](n)A1..AN = f
(n)
B1..BN
UB1A1 ..UBNAN , (4.19)
which is of course also clear from (4.9). Notice that (4.19) formally corresponds to θA 7→ UABθB
but this is not an action on real Graßmann variables unless U is real valued. If we want to have
an action on the linear polynomials with real coefficients then we must restrict U(N) to O(N)
or a subgroup thereof which will precisely the case in our application. In this case it is sufficient
to restrict to real valued coefficients in f and now the real dimension of V is 2N .
We sketch the proof that (4.14) accomplishes (4.15). We introduce the notation for k = 1, .., N
Fσ1..σk :=
∑
σk+1..σN
fσ1..σN θ
σk+1
k+1 ..θ
σN
N , (4.20)
9Rather a linear functional on V which is of course also a non Abelian Graßmann algebra.
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whence Fσ1..σN = fσ1..σN . Notice that Fσ1..σk no longer depends on θ1, .., θk. Using this we
compute with dNθ := dθN ..dθ1 and using anticommutativity at various places∫
dNθ f∗ K f ′
=
∫
dNθ [F ∗0 + F
∗
1 θ1] (θ1 + (−1)N−1∂1) D2 .. DN [F ′0 + θ1 F ′1]
=
∫
dNθ
{
F ∗0 (−1)N−1 D2..DN (θ1 + (−1)N−1∂1)[F ′0 + θ1F ′1]
+ F ∗1 (−1)N−1 D2 .. DN θ1∂1[F ′0 + θ1 F ′1]
}
=
∫
dNθ
{
F ∗0 (−1)N−1 D2..DN [θ1F ′0 + (−1)N−1F ′1] + F ∗1 (−1)N−1 D2 .. DN θ1 F ′1
}
=
∫
dNθ
{
F ∗0 θ1 D2..DN F
′
0 + F
∗
1 θ1 D2 .. DN F
′
1
}
, (4.21)
where we used that the second term no longer is linear in θ1 and therefore drops out from the
Berezin integral. The calculation explains why the factor (−1)N−1 in (4.18) is necessary.
Next consider the first term in the last line of (4.21). We have∫
dNθ F ∗0 θ1 D2..DN F
′
0
=
∫
dNθ [F ∗00 + F
∗
01θ2] θ1 (θ2 + (−1)N−1∂2) D3..DN [F ′00 + θ2F ′01]
=
∫
dNθ
{
F ∗00 (−1)N−2 θ1 D3..DN (θ2 + (−1)N−1∂2)[F ′00 + θ2F ′01]
+ F ∗01 (−1)N−2 θ1 D3..DN θ2∂2 [F ′00 + θ2F ′01]
}
=
∫
dNθ
{
F ∗00 (−1)N−2 θ1 D3..DN [θ2F ′00 + (−1)N−1F ′01] + F ∗01 (−1)N−2 θ1 D3..DN θ2 F ′01]
}
=
∫
dNθ
{
F ∗00 θ1θ2 D3..DN F
′
00 + F
∗
01 θ1θ2 D3..DN F
′
01
}
. (4.22)
Similarly for the second term in (4.21)∫
dNθ F ∗1 θ1 D2..DN F
′
1 =
∫
dNθ
{
F ∗10 θ1θ2 D3..DN F
′
10 + F
∗
11 θ1θ2 D3..DN F
′
11
}
. (4.23)
It is transparent how the computation continues: We continue expanding Fσ1..σk = Fσ1..σk0 +
θk+1Fσ1..σk1 and see by exactly the same computation as above that
10 the signs match up to the
effect that∫
dNθ F ∗σ1..σk θ1..θk Dk+1..DN F
′
σ1..σk
=
∑
σk+1
∫
dNθ F ∗σ1..σk+1 θ1..θk+1 Dk+2..DN F
′
σ1..σk+1
,
(4.24)
from which the claim follows using
∫
dNθ θ1..θN = 1. In our applications N will be even so
that DA = θA − ∂A.
For our application to the Rarita-Schwinger field we consider the compound indexA = (j, α), j =
10A strict proof would proceed by induction which we leave as an easy exercise for the interested reader.
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1, ..,D; α = 1, .., 2[(D+1)/2⌋ or just A = α whence N = DM or N =M is even. We consider the
auxiliary operator
ρˆαj :=
√
~
2
[θαj + ∂
α
j ], (4.25)
which by virtue of (4.11) is self adjoint and satisfies the anticommutator relation
[ρˆαj , ρˆ
β
k ]+ =
~
2
δjk δ
αβ . (4.26)
However, ρˆαj is not yet a representation of ρ
rα
j which satisfies the Dirac antibracket {ρrαj , ρrβk }DB =
− i2Pαβjk and the reality condition (ρrαj )∗ = ρrαj . Similarly, {σα, σβ}DB = i D2(D−1)δαβ , σ∗α = σα.
Correspondingly, what we need is a representation π(ραj ), π(σα) of the abstract CAR
∗-algebra
defined by canonical quantisation, that is,
[ρrαj , ρ
rβ
k ]+ =
~
2
P
αβ
jk , (ρ
rα
j )
∗ = ρrαj , [σ
r
α, σ
r
β]+ =
D~
2(D − 1)δαβ , (σ
r
α)
∗ = σrα (4.27)
all other anticommutators vanishing11. Fortunately, using that Pαβjk is a real valued projector
(in particular symmetric and positive semidefinite) we can now write the following faithful
representation of our abstract ∗-algebra (4.27) on the Hilbert H = VDM ⊗ VM defined above:
π(ρrαj ) := P
αβ
jk ρˆ
β
k , π(σ
r
α) :=
1
2
√
D~
D − 1[θα + ∂α]. (4.28)
So far we have considered just one point on the spatial slice corresponding to a quantum me-
chanical system. The field theoretical generalisation now proceeds exactly as in [28] and con-
sists in considering copies Hx of the Hilbert space just constructed, one for every spatial point
x and taking as representation space either the inductive limit of the finite tensor products
Hx1,..,xn = ⊗nk=1 Hxk [66] or the infinite tensor product [67] H = ⊗xHx of which the former is
just a tiny subspace. The ∗-algebra (4.27) is then simply extended by adding labels x to the
operators and to ask that anticommutators between operators at points x, y be proportional to
δx,y in agreement with the classical bracket. It is easy to see that adding the label x to (4.28)
correctly reproduces this Kronecker symbol and that they satisfy all relations on the Hilbert
space12. Finally notice that the corresponding scalar product is locally SO(D) invariant.
5 Generalisations to Different Multiplets
5.1 Majorana Spin 1/2 Fermions
The above construction generalises immediately to Majorana spin 1/2 fermions which are also
present in Supergravity theories, e.g. D+1 = 9+1, N = 2a non-chiral Supergravity [68]. They
are described by actions of the type
SMajorana, 1/2 =
∫
dD+1X iλ¯γµDµλ (5.1)
11This corresponds to the quantisation rule that the anticommutator is +i~ times the Dirac bracket in the ρ
sector and −i~ times the Dirac bracket in the σ sector. This is the only possible choice of signs because the
anticommutator of the same operator which in our case is self adjoint is a positive operator. The other choice of
signs would yield a mathematical contradiction.
12In the case of the inductive limit, a vector in v ∈ Hx1,..,xn is embedded in any larger Hx1,..,xn,y1,..,ym by
v 7→ v⊗ ⊗m1 where 1 is the constant polynomial equal to one. This way any operator at x acts in a well defined
way on any vector in the Hilbert space.
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which, using time gauge and a real representation for the γ-matrices, lead to the canonical
brackets {λα, λβ} ∼ iδαβ with the reality conditions λ∗ = λ. They can thus also be treated with
the above techniques by substituting ρi with λ and removing the AIJ matrices as well as the
η¯IJ projectors.
5.2 Mostly Plus / Mostly Minus Conventions
The convention used for the internal signature, i.e. mostly plus or mostly minus and the asso-
ciated purely real or purely imaginary representations of the γ-matrices, does not interfere with
the above construction. The important property we are using is the reality of iΣIJ for SO(1,D),
i.e. that the Gauß constraint is consistent with real spinors. The substitution γI → iγI necessary
when changing the signature convention does not influence these considerations.
5.3 Weyl Fermions
In dimensions D + 1 even, we also need to consider the case of Weyl fermions. To this end, we
define
γfive := i
D(D+1)
2
+1γL0 γ1 . . . γD (5.2)
with the properties γ2five = 1, γ
†
five = γfive and [γI , γfive]+ = 0 (which follows from our conventions
for the gamma matrices (γL0 )
2 = −1, γ2i = 1, γ†I = ηIIγI). We introduce the chiral projectors
P± = 1
2
(1± γfive) , (5.3)
which fulfil the relations P±P± = P±, P±P∓ = 0, P++P− = 1 and (P±)† = P±. These follow
directly from the properties of γfive.
5.3.1 Spin 1/2 Dirac-Weyl Fermions
The kinetic term of the action for a chiral Dirac spinor is given by
SF = −
∫
M
dD+1X
(
i
2
ΨeµI γ
IDµP+Ψ− i
2
DµΨe
µ
I γ
IP+Ψ
)
. (5.4)
The 3+1 split is performed analogous to [65]. Choosing time gauge, we obtain the non-vanishing
Poisson brackets {
Ψ±α ,Π
±
β
}
= −P±αβ , (5.5)
where Π±β = −i(Ψ±)†β , and the first class constraint
χα := Π
−
α , (5.6)
where we used the notation Ψ± := P±Ψ. The first class property of this constraint follows
from the fact that the action (5.4) and therefore all resulting constraints do not depend on Ψ−
at all. In the quantum theory, the Hilbert space for the chiral fermions can be constructed
similar to the case of non-chiral ones [28]. We obtain a faithful representation of the Poisson
algebra by replacing the operators θˆα (acting by multiplication) and
ˆ¯θα =
d
dθα
defined in [28] by
θˆ+α := P+αβ θˆβ and ˆ¯θ+α := ˆ¯θβP+βα, as can be seen by[
θˆ+α ,
ˆ¯θ+β
]
+
= P+αβ . (5.7)
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The reality conditions are implemented if we use the unique measure constructed in [28]. We
then have to impose the condition
ˆ¯θ−α f({θβ}) = 0, (5.8)
which restricts the Hilbert space to functions f such that f({θα}) = f({P+αβθβ}). Classically,
observables do not depend on Ψ−α . In the quantum theory, they become operators which do not
contain θˆ−α and therefore commute with
ˆ¯θ−α .
5.3.2 Spin 3/2 Majorana-Weyl Fermions
Majorana-Weyl spin 3/2 fermions appear in chiral Supergravity theories, e.g., D + 1 = 9 + 1,
N = 1 [69]. In general, in a real representation (γTI = ηIIγI) or in a completely imaginary
representation (γTI = −ηIIγI) we have γTfive = (−1)
D(D+1)
2
+1γfive. Therefore, if
D+1
2 is odd, we
have (P±)T = P±, and if D+12 is even, (P±)T = P∓. In the case at hand (D = 9), there exists
a real representation and the chiral projectors will be symmetric, (P±)T = P±. Again, we will
just consider the kinetic term for a chiral Rarita-Schwinger field,
S =
∫
M
dD+1X
(
is eψµγ
µρσDρP+ψσ
)
. (5.9)
The 3 + 1 split is performed like above. We find the second class constraint π+i = i(φ
+
j )
TγjiP+
and the first class constraint π−i = 0. We introduce a second class partner φ
−
i = 0 for the first
class constraint. Then we can solve all the constraints using the Dirac bracket{
φ+i , φ
+
j
}
DB
= −P+(C−1)ijP+, (5.10)
and all other brackets are vanishing. From here, we can copy the enlargement of the internal
space from above, which results in the same theory with all variables projected with P+. (Note
that equations like e.g. ρ+i =
1
2AiJ η¯
JKP+ (AρK +A∗ρ∗K) = 12AiJ η¯JK
(
Aρ+K +A
∗(ρ+)∗K
)
are
consistent. This can be seen by the fact that the matrix A(N) can be written as an infinite
sum of even powers of gamma matrices, A(N) ∝ exp(iΛIJ(N)ΣIJ) and therefore it commutes
with the projectors P±.) The quantisation of the resulting theory with variables ρ+r I and σ+ is
similar to the non-chiral case, with chiral projectors P+ added in observables, and modifications
of the Hilbert space similar to the ones given above for Dirac-Weyl fermions.
6 Conclusions
In the present paper we have demonstrated that the complications arising when trying to extend
canonical Supergravity in the time gauge from the gauge group SO(D) to SO(D + 1) in order
to achieve a seamless match to the canonical connection formulation of the graviton sector
outlined in [24, 29] can be resolved. Since we worked with a Majorana representation of the
γ-matrices, our analysis is restricted to those dimensions where this representation is available,
which, however, covers many interesting supergravity theories (d = 4, 8, 9, 10, 11). The price to
pay for the enlargement of the gauge group is that the phase space requires an additional normal
field N and that the constraints depend non trivially on a matrix A(N) which transforms in a
complicated fashion under SO(D + 1) but which in the present formulation is crucial in order
to formulate the reality conditions for the Majorana fermions in the SO(D + 1) theory.
One would expect that the fieldN is superfluous and that the matrix A(N) would simply drop
out when performing an extension to SO(1,D) because then no non trivial reality conditions need
to be imposed. One would expect that one only needs the quadratic and not the linear simplicity
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constraint and that, just as it happened in the graviton sector [24, 29], the Hamiltonian phase
space extension method simply coincides with the direct Hamiltonian formulation obtained by
an D+1 split of the SO(1,D) action followed by a gauge unfixing step in order to obtain a first
class formulation. Surprisingly, this is not the case. The basic difficulty is that when performing
the D + 1 split without time gauge, the symplectic structure turns out to be unmanageable.
A treatment similar to the one carried out in this paper is possible but turns out to be of
similar complexity. It therefore appears that there is no advantage of the SO(1,D) extension
as compared to the SO(1 + D) even as far as the classical theory is concerned. We hope to
communicate our findings in a forthcoming publication. Of course, the quantum theory of the
SO(1,D) extension is beyond any control at this point.
The solution to the tension presented in this paper, between having real Majorana spinors
coming from SO(1,D) on the one hand and an SO(D+1) extension of the theory which actually
needs complex valued spinors on the other, is most probably far from unique nor the most
elegant one. Several other solutions have suggested themselves in the course of our analysis
but the corresponding reformulation is not yet complete at this point. Hence, we may revisit
this issue in the future and simplify the presentation. Furthermore, it would be interesting to
investigate if the extensions of the gauge group SO(D)→ SO(D+1) also is possible in the case
of symplectic Majorana fermions, which would permit access to even more supergravity theories.
To the best of our knowledge, the background independent Hilbert space representation of
the Rarita-Schwinger field presented in section 4 is also new. Apart from the fact that this has
to be done for half-density valued Majorana spinors whose tensor index is transformed into an
external one by contracting with a vielbein, as compared to Dirac spinors there is no represen-
tation in terms of holomorphic functions [28] of the Graßmann variables and one had to deal
with the non trivial Dirac bracket.
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A Linear Simplicity Constraints
As outlined in the main text, the most convenient SO(D + 1) extension of SO(D) Lorentzian
Supergravity in the time gauge employs a normal vector field N for which we have to provide
symplectic structure, additional constraints and its interplay with the quadratic simplicity con-
straint in order to make sure that the physical content of the theory remains unaltered. In effect,
the results of [24, 29] are reformulated in terms of a linear simplicity constraint in the spirit of
the new Spin Foam models [70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75]. Therefore, a dynamical unit-length scalar
field N I will be introduced, which - if the simplicity constraints hold - has the interpretation of
the normal to the (spatial pullback of the spacetime (D+1)-) vielbein in the internal (Lorentzian
or Euclidean) space. It will be shown that the constraints comprise a first class system and that
the theory in any dimension is equivalent to the ADM formulation of General Relativity. The
results are shown to extend to coupling of fermionic matter treated in [25]. Like in [24, 29],
we can choose either SO(D + 1) or SO(1,D) as gauge group for Lorentzian gravity. However,
only for the compact case, we are able to construct the Hilbert space HN for the normal field
N I . In a companion paper [76], we will comment on the implementation of the linear simplicity
constraint operators on the Hilbert space HT = Hgrav ⊗HN .
A.1 Introductory Remarks
In [24, 29], gravity in any dimension D has been formulated as a gauge theory of SO(1,D) or
of the compact group SO(D+1), irrespective of the space time signature. The resulting theory
has been obtained by two different routes, a Hamiltonian analysis of the Palatini action making
use of the procedure of gauge unfixing13, and on the canonical side by an extension of the ADM
phase space. The additional constraints appearing in this formulation, the simplicity constraints,
are well known. They constrain bivectors to be simple, i.e. the antisymmetrised product of
two vectors. Originally introduced in Plebanski’s [80] formulation of General Relativity as
constrained BF theory in 3 + 1 dimensions, they have been generalised to arbitrary dimension
in [81]. Moreover, discrete versions of the simplicity constraints are a standard ingredient of
the covariant approaches to Loop Quantum Gravity called Spin Foam models [82, 72, 74] and
recently were also used in group field theory [83]. Two different versions of simplicity constraints
are considered in the literature, which are either quadratic or linear in the bivector fields.
The quantum operators corresponding to the quadratic simplicity constraints have been found
to be anomalous both in the covariant [73] as well as in the canonical picture [84, 65]. On
the covariant side, this lead to one of the major points of critique about the Barrett-Crane
model [82]: The anomalous constraints are imposed strongly14, which may imply erroneous
elimination of physical degrees of freedom [85]. This lead to the development of the new Spin
Foam models [70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75], in which the quadratic simplicity constraints are replaced
by linear simplicity constraints. The linear version of the constraint is slightly stronger than
the quadratic constraint, since in 3 + 1 dimensions the topological solution is absent. The
corresponding quantum operators are still anomalous (unless the Immirzi parameter takes the
values β = ±√ζ, where ζ denotes the internal signature). Therefore, in the new models (parts
of) the simplicity constraints are implemented weakly to account for the anomaly.
To make contact to the covariant formulation, it is therefore of interest to ask whether,
from the canonical point of view, (a) the theory of [24, 29] can be reformulated using a linear
simplicity constraint, and (b) if so, whether the linear version of the constraint can be quantised
without anomalies. Both of these questions will be answered affirmatively, the answer to (a)
13See [77, 78, 79] for original literature on gauge unfixing.
14Strongly here means that the constraint operator annihilates physical states, Cˆ |ψ〉 = 0 ∀ |ψ〉 ∈ Hphys.
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in this appendix and the answer to (b) in our companion paper [76]. As we have shown in
the present paper, the use of the linear simplicity constraints (already at the classical level)
is probably the most convenient approach towards constructing a connection formulation for
Supergravity theories in D + 1 dimensions with compact gauge group. To answer (a) we will
follow the second route as in [24] and construct the theory with linear simplicity constraint by
an extension of the ADM phase space.
Note that the linear constraints already have been introduced in a continuum theory in [86],
yet the considerations there are rather different. The authors reformulate the action of the
Plebanski formulation of General Relativity using constraints which involve an additional three
form and which are linear in the bivectors, without giving a Hamiltonian formulation. This
paper on the other hand will deal exclusively with the Hamiltonian framework.
Notice that we denote by (s) the space time signature and by (ζ) the internal signature,
which can be chosen independently as in [24]. In particular, the gauge group SO(η) (with
η = diag(ζ, 1, 1, ...)) can be chosen compact, irrespective of the space time signature. This will
be exploited when quantising the theory in [76], where we fix ζ = 1 and therefore do not have to
bother with the non-compact gauge group SO(1,D). There, we employ the Hilbert space rep-
resentation for the normal field derived in section A.6 of this paper and then we find quantum
operators corresponding to the linear simplicity constraint and show that these operators (b)
actually are of the first class and therefore can be implemented strongly.
This appendix is organised as follows. Since the construction of the new theory follows neatly the
treatment in [24], in section A.2 we will shortly review the extensions of the ADM phase space
introduced there, highlighting those details which will become important in the case of linear
simplicity constraints. In section A.3 the new theory is presented and proved to be equivalent to
the ADM formulation, which already implies that solving the linear simplicity constraints classi-
cally (section A.4) leads back to the (extended) ADM phase space and its constraints. Next, we
show that the framework can be extended to coupling of fermionic matter (section A.5). Finally,
we construct a background independent Hilbert space representation for the normal field N I in
section (A.6) which exploits the fact that N I on-shell is a unit vector and therefore valued in a
compact set.
A.2 Review: Quadratic Simplicity Constraints
A.2.1 Step 1:
{
KaIJ , π
bKL
}
- Theory
In [24], the ADM phase space is extended using the variables πaIJ and KbKL, which are related
to the ADM variables via
πaIJπbIJ := 2ζqq
ab, (A.1)
Kab := − s
4
√
q
πbKLKcKLq
ac (π) , (A.2)
P ab = −s√q
(
Kab − qabKcc
)
=
1
4
(
qac (π) πbKLKcKL − qab (π) πcKLKcKL
)
.(A.3)
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The ADM constraints expressed in this variables15 are given by
Ha = −2qac∇bP bc = −1
2
∇b
(
KaIJπ
bIJ − δbaKcIJπcIJ
)
, (A.4)
H = −
[
s√
q
(
qacqbd − 1
D − 1qabqcd
)
P abP cd +
√
qR
]
= − s
8
√
q
(
π[a|IJπb]KLKbIJKaKL
)
−√qR, (A.5)
where ∇a is the covariant derivative annihilating the spatial metric. In order to have the right
number of physical degrees of freedom, the Gauß and the (quadratic) simplicity constraints are
introduced
GIJ := 2Ka
[I
Kπ
aK|J ], (A.6)
Sab
M
:=
1
4
ǫIJKLMπ
aIJπbKL. (A.7)
Using the Poisson brackets{
KaIJ , π
bKL
}
= δba
(
δKI δ
L
J − δLI δKJ
)
,
{
πaIJ , πbKL
}
= {KaIJ ,KbKL} = 0 (A.8)
for the extended variables, it has been verified in [24] that ADM Poisson brackets
{qab, qcd}(K,π) ≈ 0 ≈
{
P ab, P cd
}
(K,π)
,
{
qab, P
cd
}
(K,π)
≈ δc(aδdb), (A.9)
are reproduced in the extended system up to terms which vanish if the constraints (A.6,A.7)
hold. Actually, only the rotational parts of the Gauß constraint (A.6) is needed for the above
Poisson brackets to hold. Without going into the details of the calculation (cf. [24] for further
details), we want to point out that (A.6) is only needed for the {P,P} - bracket, where terms
K [aIJπ
b]IJ ≈ K [Ia KπaK|J ]π[bIMπc] MJ ∝ G¯IJ appear (the bar denotes rotational components, see
below for notation). This will become important when proving the validity of the theory with
linear simplicity constraint in section A.3. Since the ADM brackets are recovered, in particular
the Dirac algebra of Ha and H is reproduced in the extended system, the whole system of
constraints
{
Ha,H, GIJ , SabM
}
can easily be shown to be of the first class [24].
For later comparison with the solution of the linear simplicity constraints in section A.4, we
review the solution of the quadratic simplicity constraints as given in [87, 24]. The solution to
the quadratic simplicity constraint is in any dimension given by [81, 24]
πaIJ = 2n[IEa|J ], (A.10)
where nI is the unit normal to the vielbein, defined (up to sign) by the equations nInI = ζ and
nIE
aI = 0. We can use nI and the projector η¯IJ := ηIJ − ζnInJ to decompose any bivector
XIJ into its rotational (X¯IJ := η¯
K
I η¯
L
JXKL) and boost parts (X¯I := −ζnJXIJ) with respect to
15Note that by calculating the determinant of equation (A.1), we can express both q and qab in terms of piaIJ ,
and via the formula for the inverse matrix we also obtain an expression for qab(pi). All metric-related quantities,
like e.g. the Levi-Civita connection Γcab :=
1
2
qcd (∂aqbd + ∂bqad − ∂dqab) and the Ricci scalar R, can now be
expressed in terms piaIJ and will automatically be understood as functions of piaIJ in the following. To keep
notation simple, the piaIJ - dependence will not be made explicit.
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nI . Using (A.10), the symplectic potential reduces to [87]
1
2
πaIJK˙aIJ
≈ −ζK¯aJE˙aJ − K¯aIJEaJ n˙I
≈
[
−ζK¯aJ − nJEaIK¯bKIEbK
]
E˙aJ
:= K ′aJ E˙
aJ , (A.11)
where we have dropped total time derivatives and divergences. The inverse vielbein EaI is
defined by the equations EaIE
a
J = η¯IJ and EaIE
bI = δba . For the constraints, we find in terms
of these variables
1
2
λIJG
IJ = −λIJEa[IK ′aJ ], (A.12)
NaHa ≈ 2ζNa∇[aEbIK ′b]I , (A.13)
NH ≈ N
(s
2
EaIEbJRabIJ − Ea[IEb|J ]K ′aIK ′bJ
)
, (A.14)
where terms proportional to the Gauß constraint (A.12) as well as total derivatives were dropped
in (A.13). Thus we arrive at an already well-established Hamiltonian formulation of General
Relativity [87], which leads to the ADM formulation after solving the SO(η) Gauß constraint.
A.2.2 Step 2:
{
(β)AaIJ ,
(β)πbKL
}
- Theory
Having this extension of the ADM phase space at our disposal, we can turn it into a connection
formulation in a second step. We define the spin connection constructed of the πaIJ by
ΓaIJ :=
2
D − 1πbKLn
Kn[I∂aπ
b
J ]
L + ζη¯M[I η¯J ]KπbLM∂aπ
bLK + ζΓcabπ
b
K[Iπc|J ]K , (A.15)
where we used the abbreviations
nInJ :=
1
D − 1
(
πaKIπaKJ − ζηIJ
)
, η¯IJ := ηIJ − ζnInJ , and
πaIJ :=
(
ζ
2
πaKLπbKL
)(−1)
πbIJ =
1
q
qabπ
b
IJ . (A.16)
One can check that ΓaIJ satisfies weakly
16 the following identity [24]
∂aπ
aIJ + [Γa, π
a]IJ ≈ 0. (A.17)
Moreover, it transforms as a connection under gauge transformations{
1
2
GKL [ΛKL] ,ΓaIJ
}
≈ ∂aΛIJ + [Γa,Λ]IJ (A.18)
if the simplicity constraint holds. This suggests the introduction of the following connection
variables
(β)AaIJ := ΓaIJ + βKaIJ and
(β)πaIJ :=
1
β
πaIJ , (A.19)
16Note that when solving the simplicity constraint (piaIJ = 2n[IEa|J]), ΓaIJ reduces to the hybrid spin con-
nection introduced by Peldan [87] which annihilates EaI (and, since nI is a function of EaI , also annihilates nI).
When additionally choosing time gauge nI = δI0 , the hybrid connection furthermore reduces to the familiar SO(D)
spin connection annihilating the SO(D) vielbein Eai (i = 1, ..., D).
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with a free parameter17 β ∈ R/{0} and Poisson brackets given by{
(β)AaIJ ,
(β)πbKL
}
= δba
(
δKI δ
L
J − δLI δKJ
)
,
{
(β)πaIJ , (β)πbKL
}
=
{
(β)AaIJ ,
(β)AbKL
}
= 0.
(A.20)
Using equation (A.17), we can rewrite the Gauß constraint to obtain a familiar expression for
the generator of gauge transformations
GIJ = 0 +
[
(β)Ka,
(β)πa
]IJ ≈ ∂a(β)πaIJ + [(β)Aa, (β)πa]IJ . (A.21)
Now we can repeat the above analysis, again expressing the ADM variables and constraints in
terms of the new ones,
(β)πaIJ (β)πbIJ :=
2ζ
β2
qqab and
√
qKa
b := −s
4
(β)πbIJ
(
(β)A− Γ
)
aIJ
, (A.22)
Ha = −1
2
∇b
((
(β)A− Γ
)
aIJ
(β)πbIJ − δba
(
(β)A− Γ
)
cIJ
(β)πcIJ
)
, (A.23)
H = − s
8
√
q
(
(β)π[a|IJ (β)πb]KL
(
(β)A− Γ
)
bIJ
(
(β)A− Γ
)
aKL
)
−√qR, (A.24)
and checking that the ADM Poisson brackets are reproduced on the extended phase space
{(β)A, (β)π} up to Gauß and (quadratic) simplicity constraints [24].
From the classical point of view, this formulation is a genuine connection formulation of
General Relativity. In the quantum theory, the quadratic simplicity constraint leads to anomalies
both in the covariant [73] as well as in the canonical approach [29]. Therefore, we want to
introduce a linear simplicity constraint in the canonical theory in the next section, inspired by
the new Spin Foam models [70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75].
A.3 Introducing Linear Simplicity Constraints
Recall that the solution to the (quadratic) simplicity constraint in dimensions D ≥ 3 is given by
[81]18 Sab
M
= 0⇔ (β)πaIJ = 2βn[IEa|J ] and that nI is no independent field but determined by the
vielbein EaI . We now postulate a new field N I , which will play the role of this normal, together
with its conjugate momentum PI , subject to the linear simplicity and normalisation constraints
Sa
IM
:= ǫIJKLM N
J (β)πaKL, (A.25)
N := N INI − ζ. (A.26)
The solution to the linear simplicity constraints in any dimension D ≥ 3 is given by19 (β)πaIJ =
2
βN
[IEa|J ], with NIEaI = 0. We see that on the solutions, the physical information of (β)πaIJ
is encoded in the vielbein EaI , which in turn fixes the direction of N I completely. The re-
maining freedom in choosing its length is fixed by the normalisation constraint N and we find
N I = nI(E), i.e. the N I are no physical degrees of freedom. The same has to be assured for
the momenta P I , i.e. we should add additional constraints P I = 0. However, these extra con-
ditions can be interpreted as (partial) gauge fixing conditions for (A.25,A.26), which then can
17Since ΓaIJ is a homogeneous function of degree zero in pi
aIJ and its derivatives, it is unaffected by the constant
rescaling piaIJ → (β)piaIJ .
18In D = 3, an additional topological sector exists [81]. The above results hold in D = 3 only if this sector is
excluded by hand.
19Using the linear simplicity constraints, we automatically exclude the topological sector in D = 3.
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be removed by applying the procedure of gauge unfixing. We will take a short-cut and directly
“guess” the theory such that the constraints (A.25,A.26) are implemented as first class, and we
will show that when solving these constraints, the momenta PI are automatically removed from
the theory.
The theory we want to construct is very similar to the {(β)AaIJ , (β)πbKL} - theory of section
A.2.2. It is defined by the Poisson brackets (A.20) and{
N I , PJ
}
= δIJ ,
{
N I , NJ
}
= {PI , PJ} = 0, (A.27)
and, apart from the linear simplicity and normalisation constraints (A.25,A.26), is subject to
GIJ =
1
2
(β)Da
(β)πaIJ + P [INJ ], (A.28)
Ha = 1
2
(β)πbIJ∂a
(β)AbIJ − 1
2
∂b
(
(β)πbIJ (β)AaIJ
)
+ PI∂aN
I , (A.29)
H = − s
8
√
q
[
(β)π[a|IJ (β)πb]KL
(
(β)A− Γ
)
bIJ
(
(β)A− Γ
)
aKL
]
−√qR. (A.30)
Note that the Hamilton constraint is the same20 as in equation (A.24), whereas the Gauß
and vector constraint differ and are chosen such that they obviously generate SO(η) gauge
transformations and spatial diffeomorphisms respectively on all phase space variables. In the
following, we prove its equivalence to the ADM formulation. First of all, we will show that the
Poisson brackets of the ADM variables Kab, qab in terms of the new variables
(β)AaIJ ,
(β)πaIJ ,
N I , and PI are still reproduced on the extended phase space up to constraints. This is non-
trivial, even if the expressions for Kab((β)π, (β)A), qab(
(β)π) are given by (A.22) as in the previous
section, since we changed both the simplicity and the Gauß constraint. For the linear simplicity
and normalisation constraints, the solution for (β)πaIJ is the same as in the case of the quadratic
simplicity (neglecting the topological sector), (β)πaIJ = 2βn
[IEa|J ], and terms which vanished due
to the quadratic simplicity constraint still vanish in the case at hand. For the Gauß constraint,
note that the only terms appearing in the calculation are of the form ((β)A − Γ)[aIJ (β)πb]IJ ,
which already vanish on the surface defined by the vanishing of the rotational parts of the Gauß
constraint (cf. section A.2.1). Now, if the linear simplicity and normalisation constraints hold,
we know that N I = nI(E), i.e. the modification of the Gauß constraint P [INJ ] ≈ P¯ [InJ ] on-shell
just changes the boost part of the Gauß constraint. Thus, the ADM brackets are reproduced on
the surface defined by the vanishing of GIJ , Sa
IM
and N .
Next, we will show that the algebra is of first class. Note that since GIJ and Ha gen-
erate gauge transformations and spatial diffeomorphisms by inspection, their algebra with all
other constraints obviously closes. The algebra of the linear simplicity and the normalisation
constraint is trivial. Moreover, the Hamilton constraint Poisson-commutes trivially with the
normalisation constraint and, since it depends only on the combination (β)πaIJ (β)AbIJ , we find{
H[N ], Sa
IM
[sIMa ]
}
= Sa
IM
[...]. We are left with the Poisson-bracket between two Hamilton
constraints. Since on-shell the ADM brackets are reproduced, the result is
{H[M ],H[N ]} ≈ H′a[qab (MN,b −NM,b)], (A.31)
where H′a = −2qac∇bP bc now denotes the ADM diffeomorphism constraint. As we will see in
the next section A.4, the vector constraint (A.29) correctly reduces to the ADM diffeomorphism
20In particular, we want to point out that it is not the Hamilton constraint for gravity coupled to standard
scalar fields φ, which would obtain additional terms ∼ p2√
det q
+
√
det qqabφ,aφ,b for the scalar field φ and its
conjugate momentum p which are missing here. In fact, these terms would spoil the constraint algebra, since
{H, Sa
IM
} and {H,N} would not vanish weakly.
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constraint if the Gauß and simplicity constraint hold, Ha ≈ H′a. Therefore, the algebra closes.
What is left to show is that also the Hamilton constraint H on-shell reproduces the ADM
constraint, which will be made explicit when solving the constraints in the next section A.4.
Note that because of the modified Gauß and simplicity constraint, again this is non-trivial even
if H is identical with (A.24).
The counting of the number of physical degrees of freedom goes as follows: The full phase
space consists of |{A, π,N, P}| = 2D2(D+1)2 + 2(D + 1) degrees of freedom which are subject to∣∣∣{Ha,H, GIJ , SaIM ,N}
∣∣∣ = (D + 1) + D(D+1)2 + D2(D−1)2 + 1 first class constraints. It is most
convenient to compare this to Peldan’s [87] extended ADM formulation given at the end of
section A.2.1, with |{E,K}| = 2D(D + 1) phase space degrees of freedom and the first class
constraints
∣∣{Ha,H, GIJ}∣∣ = (D + 1) + D(D+1)2 . In any dimension, the difference in phase
space degrees of freedom is exactly removed by the simplicity and normalisation constraint,
|{A, π,N, P}| − |{E,K}| = 2
∣∣∣{Sa
IM
,N
}∣∣∣.
We remark that related formulations of General Relativity, where a time normal appears as an
independent dynamical field, have already appeared in the literature [88, 89, 90]. The difference
between these and our formulation is that while our formulation features both the simplicity
constraint and the time normal at the same time, the time normal appears in the process of
solving the simplicity constraint without solving the boost part of the Gauß constraint in the
other approaches. In other words, the time normal is an integral part of the simplicity constraint
in our approach, not a concept emerging after its solution.
A.4 Classical Solution of the Linear Simplicity Constraints
Solving the linear simplicity and normalisation constraints can be done similarly as in section
A.2.1. As already pointed out in section A.3, solving these constraints leads to
(β)πaIJ =
2
β
n[IEa|J ] and N I = nI(E). (A.32)
We make the Ansatz (β)AaIJ = ΓaIJ + βKaIJ with ΓaIJ defined as in (A.15). Then, the
symplectic potential reduces to [87]
1
2
(β)πaIJ (β)A˙aIJ + PIN˙
I
≈ K¯aJ E˙aJ − K¯aIJEaJ n˙I + P¯I n˙I
≈
[
K¯aJ − nJEaI
(
K¯bK
IEbK + P¯ I
)]
E˙aJ
:= K ′′aJ E˙
aJ , (A.33)
where we have dropped total time derivatives and divergences. Note that, compared to (A.11),
the result is the same up to the additional P¯ I term appearing in the definition of K ′′aI . For the
constraints, we find equal expressions as in (A.12, A.13, A.14) with K ′aI replaced by K
′′
aI and
again arrive at Peldan’s extended ADM formulation without time gauge [87], which leads to the
ADM formulation after solving the SO(η) Gauß constraint.
A.5 Linear Simplicity Constraints for Theories with Dirac Fermions
In order to incorporate fermions into the framework, tetrads and their higher dimensional ana-
logues (vielbeins) have to be used at the Lagrangian level to construct a representation of the
spacetime Clifford algebra. Therefore, the extension of the ADM phase space introduced above
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is not applicable here. In [25] it is shown that the symplectic reduction of the extension of
the phase space
(
Kai, E
bj
)
with SO(D) Gauß constraint to
(
AaIJ , π
bKL
)
with SO(η) Gauß and
(quadratic) simplicity constraint gives back the unextended theory. We may now apply this fact
to theories with fermions. The explicit construction is
E¯aI = ζη¯IJπ
aKJnK , K¯aI = ζη¯I
J(A− Γ)aKJnK , (A.34)
where ΓaIJ , η¯IJ and n
I are understood as functions of πaIJ (cf. [25] for more details).
The extension of
(
Kai, E
bj
)
with SO(D) Gauß constraint to
(
AaIJ , π
bKL, N I , PJ
)
with SO(η)
Gauß, linear simplicity and normalisation constraint works exactly the same way. We can even
choose to simplify the replacement of the vielbein and extrinsic curvature using the normal N I ,
E¯aI = ζη¯IJπ
aKJNK , K¯aI = ζη¯I
J(A− Γ)aKJNK , (A.35)
where η¯IJ now is understood as a function of N
I . The calculations are completely analogous to
those in [25] and therefore will not be detailed here.
A.6 Kinematical Hilbert Space for N I
We restrict to the case ζ = 1 in the following, because the kinematical Hilbert space for canon-
ical Loop Quantum Gravity has been defined rigorously only for compact gauge groups like
SO(D + 1). For scalar fields like the Higgs field, two different constructions to obtain a kine-
matical Hilbert space have been given. In the first one [28], a crucial role is played by point
holonomies Ux(Φ) := exp
(
ΦIJ(x)τIJ
)
. The field ΦIJ , which is assumed to transform according
to the adjoint representation of G, is contracted with the basis elements τIJ of the Lie algebra
of G and then exponentiated. Point holonomies are better suited for background independent
quantisation than the field variables ΦIJ themselves, since the latter are real valued rather than
valued in a compact set. Therefore, a Gaußian measure would be a natural choice for the inner
product for ΦIJ , but this is in conflict with diffeomorphism invariance [28]. In the case at hand,
this framework is not applicable, since N I transforms in the defining representation of SO(D+1)
and therefore, there is no (or, at least no obvious) way to construct point holonomies from N I
in such a way that the exponentiated objects transform “nicely” under gauge transformations.
The second avenue [66] for background independent quantisation of scalar fields leads to a dif-
feomorphism invariant Fock representation and can be applied in principle. However, in the
case at hand there is a more natural route. On the constraint surface N = N INI − 1 = 0, N I
is valued in the compact set SD. In this case the measure problems can be circumvented by
solving N classically. The obvious choice of Hilbert space is then of course the space of square
integrable functions on the D-sphere.
To solve N , we choose a second class partner N˜ := N IPI ,{
N I(x)NI(x)− 1, NJ (y)PJ (y)
}
= N I(x)NI(x)δ
D(x− y) ≈ δD(x− y), (A.36)
where terms ∝ N have been dropped. N˜ weakly Poisson commutes with the constraints: it is
Gauß invariant and transforms diffeomorphism covariant, it trivially Poisson commutes with H
(which neither depends on N I nor on PI), and a short calculations yields{
Sa
IM
[sIMa ], N˜ [n˜]
}
= Sa
IM
[n˜sIMa ]. (A.37)
Therefore, the algebra of the remaining constraints is unchanged when we solve N , N˜ using the
Dirac bracket. Let η¯IJ = ηIJ − NINJ/||N ||2 whence η¯IJNJ = 0 also when ||N || 6= 1. Then
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P¯I = η¯IJP
J Poisson commutes with the normalisation constraint and thus is an observable just
as N I . Since the Dirac matrix is diagonal, the Dirac brackets of P¯I , N
I coincide with their
Poisson brackets. We find{
N I(x), NJ (y)
}
DB
= 0,{
N I(x), P¯J (y)
}
DB
= η¯I J(x)δ
D(x− y),{
P¯ I(x), P¯ J (y)
}
DB
= 2P¯ [I(x)NJ ](x)δD(x− y), (A.38)
while the remaining brackets are unaffected. We see that unfortunately the Poisson alge-
bra of the N I and P¯I does not close, it automatically generates also the rotation generator
LIJ = 2N[IPJ ] = 2N[I P¯J ]. We therefore have to include it into our algebra. On the other hand
obviously {LIJ ,N} = 0 so that LIJ is also an observable and moreover the LIJ generate the
Lie algebra so(D + 1) while {LIJ , NK} = −2N[IδJ ]K so that the algebra of the NI , LIJ already
closes. Finally we have the identity LIJN
J = −||N ||2P¯I so that the N I , LIJ already determine
P¯I . We conclude that nothing is gained by considering the P¯I and that it is better to consider
the overcomplete set of observables N I , LIJ instead.
Consider, similar as in LQG, cylindrical functions F [N ] of the form F [N ] = Fp1,..,pn(N(p1), .., N(pn))
where Fp1..pn is a polynomial with complex coefficients of the N
I(pk), k = 1, .., n; I = 0, ..,D+1.
We define the operator NˆI(x) to be multiplication by NI(x) on this space. Let also Λ
IJ be a
smooth antisymmetric matrix valued function of compact support and define the operator
Lˆ[Λ] := 2
∫
dDx ΛIJ(x) Nˆ[I(x) PˆJ ](x), (A.39)
where PˆJ(x) = iδ/δNJ (x). Notice that no factor ordering problems arise. The operator Lˆ[Λ]
has a well defined action on cylindrical functions, specifically
Lˆ[Λ] F [N ] = 2i
n∑
k=1
ΛIJ(pk)Nˆ[I(pk)∂/∂NJ ](pk) F [N ] (A.40)
and annihilates constant functions.
Let dν(N) := cDd
D+1Nδ(||N ||2 − 1) the SO(D + 1) invariant measure on SD where the
constant cD makes it a probability measure. For a function cylindrical over the finite point set
{p1, .., pn} we define the following positive linear functional
µ[F ] :=
∫
dν(N1) .. dν(Nn) Fp1..pn(N1, .., Nn). (A.41)
Just as in LQG it is straightforward to show that the measure is consistently defined and thus
has a unique σ−additive extension to the projective limit of the finite Cartesian products of
copies of SD which in this case is just the infinite Cartesian product N := ∏x SD of copies of
SD [91], one for each spatial point. This space can be considered as a space of distributional
normals because a generic point in it is a collection of vectors (N(x))x without any continuity
properties. The operator NˆI(x) is bounded and trivially self-adjoint because NI(x) is real valued
and SD is compact. To see that Lˆ[Λ] is self adjoint we let gΛ(p) = exp(Λ
IJ(p)τIJ) where τIJ
are the generators of so(D + 1). We define the operator(
Uˆ(Λ)F
)
[N ] := Fp1..pn (gΛ(p1)N(p1), .., gΛ(pn)N(pn)) , (A.42)
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which can be verified to be unitary and strongly continuous in Λ. It maybe verified explicitly
that
Lˆ[Λ] =
1
i
[
d
dt
]t=0Uˆ [tΛ], (A.43)
whence Lˆ[Λ] is self-adjoint by Stone’s theorem [92]. Finally it is straightforward to check that
besides the ∗-relations also the commutator relations hold, i.e. they reproduce i times the clas-
sical Poisson bracket.
We conclude that we have found a suitable background independent representation of the nor-
mal field sector.
At each point p ∈ Σ, an orthonormal basis in the Hilbert space Hp = L2(SD, dν) is given
by the generalisations of spherical harmonics to higher dimensions Ξ
~K
l (N), which are shortly in-
troduced in the appendix of our companion paper [76] (see [93] for a comprehensive treatment).
An orthonormal basis for HN is given by spherical harmonic vertex functions F
~v,~l,
~~K
(N) :=∏
v∈~v Ξ
~Kv
lv
(N). Any cylindrical function F~v can be written as a mean-convergent series of the
form
F~v(N) =
∑
~l,
~~K
a
~v,~l,
~~K
F
~v,~l,
~~K
(N) (A.44)
for complex coefficients a
~v,~l,
~~K
. The sum here runs for each v ∈ ~v over all values l ∈ N0 and
for each l over all ~K compatible with l. Following the construction in [28] we obtain the
combined Hilbert space for the scalar field and the connection simply by the tensor product,
HT = Hgrav⊗HN = L2(ASO(D+1), dµSO(D+1)AL )⊗L2(N , dµN ). An orthonormal basis in this space
is given by a slight generalisation of the usual gauge-variant spin network states (cf., e.g., [28]),
where each vertex is labelled by an additional simple SO(D+1) irreducible representation coming
from the normal field. This of course leads to an obvious modification of the definition of the
intertwiners which also have to contract the indices coming from this additional representation.
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